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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines and presents a technical critique of 
the range of standard procedures regularly employed by 
archaeologists in the study and processing of archaeological 
iron. Two major lines of investigation were undertaken. 
First, a literature review of four major archaeological 
journals was conducted - beginning with their first issue 
through 1991 - with a goal toward the identification of any 
standard or method used in the study of iron recovered from 
historic sites. An additional goal of the literature review 
was to examine the general interest, or lack thereof, in the 
research potential of archaeological iron. Second, a survey 
questionnaire was sent out to 24 institutions selected to 
represent organizational and regional diversity. The 
objective was to determine what level of professional analysis 
is routinely conducted on archaeological iron, and how the 
material is currently processed, examined and stored in a 
variety of institutions: personal, private, private non­
profit, university, museum, state or federal agency.
The research identified four major trends in the routine 
analysis of archaeological iron. These trends demonstrated 
that: 1) the archaeological literature of the discipline's
four leading journals has devoted only fractional space to the 
topic of iron, 2) quantities of iron are often excavated from 
historic sites which are rarely identified beyond basic object 
group - ascribing little meaningful information pertinent to 
archaeological investigation, 3) advanced methodological 
techniques applied to the majority of archaeological materials 
classes such as ceramics, floral and faunal remains are absent 
in iron analysis, 4) current methods and processing techniques 
for ensuring long-term preservation of iron are inadequate. 
A proposal outlining a systematic set of guidelines and 
standards for the study and processing of archaeological iron 
is presented.
CRITIQUE OF ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
USED IN THE PROCESSING OF IRON 
RECOVERED FROM HISTORIC SITES IN NORTH AMERICA
INTRODUCTION
IRON IN NATURE. - You all probably know that the 
ochreous stain, which, perhaps, is often thought to 
spoil the basin of your spring, is iron in a state 
of rust: and when you see rusty iron in other
places you generally think, not only that it spoils 
the places it stains, but that it is spoiled itself 
- that rusty iron is spoiled iron. For most of our 
uses it generally is so; and because we cannot use 
a rusty knife or razor so well as a polished one, 
we suppose it to be a great defect in iron that it 
is subject to rust. But not at all. On the 
contrary, the most perfect and useful state of it 
is that ochreous stain; and therefore it is endowed 
with so ready a disposition to get itself into that 
state. It is not a fault in the iron, but a 
virtue, to be so fond of getting rusted, for in 
that condition it fulfills its most important 
functions in the universe, and most kindly duties 
to mankind. Nay, in a certain sense, and almost a 
literal one, we must say that iron rusted is 
LIVING; but when pure or polished, DEAD. You all 
probably know that in the mixed air we breathe, the 
part of it essentially needful to us is called 
oxygen. . . Now it is this very same air which the 
iron breathes when it gets rusty. It takes the 
oxygen from the atmosphere as eagerly as we do, 
though it uses it differently. The iron keeps all 
that it gets; we and other animals, part with it 
again; but the metal absolutely keeps what it has 
once received of this aerial gift; and the ochreous 
dust which we so much despise is, in fact, just so 
much nobler than pure iron, in so far as it is iron 
and the air (Ruskin 1985:116).
There are few archaeologists who share Ruskin's zeal 
for the qualities of iron, especially in its ochreous state. 
As most archaeologists can testify, the layers of rust 
habitually impede artifact study and object identification. 
The result is that such obstruction rarely instills
2
3curiosity beyond cursory object description and rudimentary 
classification.
Iron is one of the most physically and chemically 
unstable of all archaeological materials. It is these 
chemical and physical properties which will in part 
determine how the iron objects survive during use before 
deposition, how they survive during burial, and finally how 
they endure several changes of post-excavation environments. 
Iron poses a significant dilemma to the archaeologist when 
excavated in its customary corroded, fragmented state. Such 
iron frequently eludes positive artifact identification.
More importantly, iron as an artifact class, simply cannot 
routinely satisfy the very basic of archaeological 
requirements - those of diachronic and synchronic 
attributes. In short, iron artifacts are commonly 
considered to be an inadequate material category, because in 
most instances, they cannot readily provide dates, periods 
of manufacture or place of origin. The result is that iron 
from an analytical and methodological perspective, tends not 
to receive any more than a desultory glance from most 
archaeologists.
Beyond strictly archaeological investigation, iron can 
present obvious handicaps to the archaeologist and 
archaeological collection manager. Obstacles such as 
breakage and accelerated corrosion activity are encountered 
in the field during excavation and during numerous stages of 
laboratory processing. Freshly damaged and broken artifacts
4can easily become disassociated from each other once 
excavated, leading often to poor object identification, 
inadequate levels of documentation, and recording of object 
information. Conceivably the most serious of all handicaps 
is the prevailing indifference shared by many archaeologists 
to recognize and remedy problems pertaining to the long-term 
storage of archaeological iron. Providing suitable measures 
for the long-term preservation of archaeological iron, once 
the so-called "primary" data has been extracted, remains a 
neglected duty. Beyond very basic stabilization procedures, 
which are often necessary to conduct object analysis and 
identification, practical information on techniques for the 
adequate and systematic treatment and housing of 
archaeological iron is frequently not available to the 
average archaeologist. General artifact processing, 
including analytical and preservation techniques are 
commonly found in the standard archaeological methods texts 
used in introductory archaeology classes, such as Dowman 
(1970) and Joukowsky (1980). Many reference guides intended 
for the archaeological audience have been published within 
the last decade explicitly examining archaeological 
conservation issues (Pye 198 6; Stanley-Price 1984; Sease 
1987; Singley 1988; Cronyn 1990). However, it is unclear 
whether many archaeologists read this literature much less 
incorporate the lessons into their field and lab practices. 
Most archaeologists tend to rely on in-house lab manuals for 
information on artifact processing and basic storage
5guidelines. The ensuing problem is that many procedures are 
not regularly updated in the lab manuals to keep in line 
with new developments in the field. Archaeologists thus 
remain ignorant of improved methods and procedures for 
collections analysis and preservation.
The author, having experienced first-hand many of the 
difficulties encountered with the stabilization and analysis 
of archaeological iron, has sought to explain why iron has 
been and is so ignored from systematic study when 
archaeologically it represents a major portion of numerous 
historic site assemblages. A major stimulus encouraging the 
author to pursue this line of research occurred after 
reading de Vore's 199 0 article in Historical Archaeology on 
the "Fur Trade Era Blacksmith Shops at Fort Union Trading 
Post National Historic Site, North Dakota."
A curiosity letter was sent to the author requesting
more information about the recovery and processing
techniques of iron excavated from the Fort Union blacksmith 
shops. The reply which soon returned included a 
comprehensive laboratory manual from the author and a 
detailed letter from his superior, revealing the general 
knowledge of the excavators and lab personnel as far as 
ability to identify various categories of metal objects, 
their uses and methods of manufacture. From the favorable 
response, it was determined that by conducting a nationwide
survey, standard techniques used in the analysis and
processing of archaeological iron could possibly be defined,
6and a determination made as to why iron has lapsed into a 
position of archaeological denunciation.
To this end a research proposal was prepared consisting 
of literature review and a survey questionnaire. The survey 
questionnaire consisted of questions ranging from 
institutional possession of lab manuals, types of lab 
procedures and lab equipment, staff infrastructure, 
questions regarding the percentages of iron artifacts 
excavated and processed each year, levels of iron 
stabilization and identification techniques, storage 
methods, and research potential of iron. Survey 
questionnaires were sent out to 24 institutions including 
universities, museums, private archaeological contracting 
agencies, and state and federal organizations.
In an attempt to understand the dearth of published 
studies embracing the topic of archaeological iron and the 
possible reasons for iron to be shoved into a "third-class" 
artifact category, it was concluded that a literature review 
was in order. Four major archaeological journals were 
studied, from their first publication through 1991.
American Antiquity, Historical Archaeology, Journal of 
Archaeological Science, and Journal of Field Archaeology 
were the journals chosen for evaluation. The intent was to 
distinguish what, if any, standard analytical trends for 
archaeological iron existed between the journals, and to 
specifically identify what methodological approaches to the
7analysis and treatment of iron artifacts were addressed over 
the years.
In sum it is the hope that a survey will reveal current 
trends and standards in the analysis of iron used by 
practicing archaeologists and the reasons for their use, and 
that the literature review will delineate long-term trends 
on the analysis of iron and any methodological or 
theoretical issues which may have contributed to established 
trends.
CHAPTER I
A CASE FOR IRON
John Ruskin in his 1858 lecture in Tunbridge Wells 
labelled iron as the "ochreous stain." While glorifying its 
rusty, "living" state he alluded not to the merits of rusted 
iron in an archaeological state, but to the element's 
uncanny ability to revert back to its original composition, 
no matter how man may have manipulated the ore and created a 
work of art.
Lewis Mumford marvelled at the iron becoming the 
"universal material" in the second-quarter of the nineteenth 
century:
One went to sleep in an iron bed and washed one's 
face in the morning in an iron washbowl: one
practiced gymnastics with the aid of dumb-bells or 
other iron weight-lifting apparatus; one played 
billiards on an iron table, made by Messrs. Sharp 
and Roberts; one sat behind an iron locomotive and 
drove to the city on iron-rails, passing over an 
iron bridge and arriving at an iron-covered 
railroad station: in America, after 1847, the front 
of an office-building might even be made of cast 
iron (Mumford 1965:164).
During the nineteenth century a recognition of the 
virtues of iron grew steadily as more effective methods of 
production developed, and iron became cheaper. Mumford 
reflected what is it in the nature of iron that has exerted 
such a strong influence "upon the affairs of man?" (Mumford
8
91965:165). Certainly archaeologists also recognize the 
value and utility of the metal as a material resource from 
any earlier century. Without the manipulation of iron ore, 
many technological and industrial advancements could not 
have occurred. Despite its formidable strength and 
malleability, iron clearly possesses at least one serious 
defect - the ability in an impure state to oxidize rapidly. 
Unless the surface of iron is protected with a non-oxidizing 
coating, iron will rust and eventually, return back to the 
original, impure state. Objects made from iron must be 
maintained and protected from oxidation, otherwise the 
efficiency of the object is diminished.
However that may be, iron is cheap and one of the most 
common metals on the earth. If iron is regarded as 
plentiful, cheap and easily replaceable, then where is the 
motivation to maintain it, preserve it, and keep it? This 
perspective has carried across into the archaeological 
discipline. Archaeologists have not placed much value in 
the study of iron technology and innovation within the 
archaeological record. This is evident from the dearth of 
published works concentrating on iron material culture 
within the academic journals, as will be discussed in the 
following chapter.
Consider this following statement:
No society is so isolated or self-sufficient that 
it has never borrowed at least some aspects of its 
technology from an outside source. Because humans 
engaged in normal communications are bound to 
exchange information about novel techniques or 
artifacts, general cultural contacts are the oldest
10
means of transferring knowledge about technology 
from one culture to another. These contacts may be 
the result of exploration, travel, trade, war, or 
migration. All of these ensure that the parties 
concerned will be exposed to new technological 
opportunities. What is traditional practice for 
one culture may be an important innovation in a 
different setting" (Basalla 1988:78).
This implication easily can be transferred to the use 
of iron objects brought over from Europe to the Colonies.
An interesting example of technological diffusion is the 
influence of the natural environment on changes of 
artifacts. "A tool or contrivance that has been designed to 
function on one natural setting often must be altered if it 
is to work properly in a new environment" (Basalla 1988:88).
An example of the development of the American felling 
axe is given. This felling axe had evolved by the 178 0s to 
suit the different forest environments across the American 
country. The axes originating in Europe were designed for 
the hewing and shaping of logs, but they were not at all 
suited for the felling of the North American virgin forests. 
By adding a poll (which was not present in the European 
counterpart) - an extension of metal above the bit - extra 
weight and balance was given to the axe, which facilitated 
the cutting down of large trees. At first these axes were 
made by local blacksmiths, but by the nineteenth century 
they were mass-produced. More than 100 varieties of the 
American axe were available, each particular model of axe 
made to suit the needs of an individual forest (Basalla 
1988:88) .
11
If the iron artifacts fail to be sufficiently 
documented when excavated, then there can be little prospect 
of future artifact examination to determine how and what 
types of artifacts have undergone change, conforming through 
time to changes in conditions and patterns of usage. The 
iron will not endure the ravages of most post-excavation 
climates; whether deposited in paper or plastic bags, 
cardboard boxes and environmentally uncontrolled and 
unprotected storage spaces.
Ceramic and glass objects are often discarded because 
they are chipped or broken. With iron objects it is often 
more difficult to determine whether the object was rejected 
or disposed of because of metallic fatigue, a result of the 
mechanical stresses endured during the life and use of the 
artifact, or perhaps the outcome of poor manufacturing, 
processing or the object outlived its practical uses. Under 
what sort of conditions were the iron objects used, for 
what, and how often? Status and methods of use are 
frequently assigned to ceramic artifact categories, but not 
typically for iron.
A plausible explanation for the relative lack of 
appreciation for iron in the archaeological field is because 
few blacksmiths signed and dated their works. It is often 
difficult or impossible to recognize artistic merit in 
archaeological iron, or to recognize alterations and 
replacements. Surprisingly little information has survived 
about past iron production techniques. Were iron objects
12
discarded because they became unserviceable, were they 
deformed much from their original shape, were they made in a 
batch, or made singly? Unless the historic archaeologist is 
familiar with the iron material he excavates, such questions 
are difficult to answer. Resorting to highly sophisticated 
metallurgical tests and chemical analyses is often not a 
practical research route, although useful information might 
be derived. A practical, straightforward method such as x- 
radiography can reveal vital information to solve some 
elementary research questions, as well as serving as a 
reference guide for conservation treatment and offering 
long-term documentary evidence.
Arguments concentrating on the need for the development 
of better artifact classification systems, typologies, and 
methodologies are prevalent. While archaeology as a 
discipline has maintained links with the plethora of 
scientific developments and adapted sophisticated techniques 
where appropriate for increased understanding of 
archaeological sites and the materials retrieved, use of the 
scientific and historic knowledge available to 
archaeologists is not widespread nor regularly used. Even 
solutions to universal problems such as making 
archaeological collections accessible and prepared 
satisfactorily for long-term storage is not a standard 
practice by many institutions and agencies responsible for 
the excavation and analysis of archaeological sites and the 
data retrieved and generated from such analysis. Perhaps
13
more rudimentary to this discussion is old debate revolving 
around what constitutes an historical archaeologist, and 
what qualifies one to be so-called. South, in his 1969 
article "Wanted: An Historic Archaeologist", questions the 
skills and training of potential applicants needed for 
excavation and analysis of historic archaeological sites 
(South 19 69). His argument can be drawn out further to 
question those studying the recovered material culture. 
Several universities and graduate-level programs specialize 
in historical archaeology across the country, but as yet 
there is no standard form of training or dissemination of 
the desired minimum goals to be practiced. Courses given in 
artifact identification and material culture studies 
generally do not spend a proportionate amount of time on 
iron as given to other material groups, such as ceramics and 
faunal remains. Quantitatively, iron is just as abundant. 
This factor alone should be sufficient cause to undertake 
further iron analysis than is currently being conducted.
Noel Hume's A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America, 
published in 1969, has proven to be an invaluable reference 
book and research guide to historical archaeologists. 
Unfortunately, since Noel Hume's initial publication of this 
book, which specifically deals with object descriptions and 
information specifics for a wide range of archaeological 
objects encountered on historic sites, similar-type works 
with new and updated information have not been generated.
The lack of updated manuals or guides for artifact analysis,
14
identification, and basic procedural steps in the 
preservation process is a major drawback to the field of 
historical archaeology. The satisfactory identification and 
study of iron artifacts particularly suffers as a result and 
which may alter final site interpretation.
Despite many of the questions raised, several 
certainties exist which will guide this research. Iron 
objects are frequently recovered from the burial environment 
in many different stages of preservation and decay. The 
degree of physical and chemical alteration of archaeological 
iron depends on many subtle characteristics influenced by 
factors such as climate zone, geographic location, soil 
type, site formation processes, nature of raw material, 
methods of manufacture, use of object before deposition, and 
immediate post-excavation handling all the way through to 
final storage.
Damage and loss of information can and does easily 
occur by hasty handling and removal of the protective 
corrosion layers and adhering soil in efforts to identify 
the artifact, which can occur in the field, in the 
processing lab, and during conservation treatment.
One of the primary goals of archaeology is to assist 
the understanding of culture process, much of which stems 
from the analysis of recovered material remains. An 
important component of archaeological research efforts 
depends upon the adequate stabilization and preservation of 
the artifacts, typically a post-excavation procedure.
15
Therefore, the subsequent handling and treatment of 
archaeological materials should not impede future analysis 
by inadvertent destruction or loss of vital information 
contained within those remains.
A fundamental issue to establish is the criterion with 
which the archaeologist should seek to examine and 
understand the hordes of excavated iron. What information 
beyond basic object category/type is really necessary to 
satisfy the research goals of the archaeologist? Are the 
goals of excavation fulfilled without asking "why" and "how" 
the iron objects were manufactured, traded, used, discarded, 
abandoned, broken, and re-used? These questions are often 
posed during other types of artifactual analysis, such as 
ceramics, non-ferrous metals, and various categories of 
organic matter.
In an effort to address these questions two principle 
issues are at hand which will be examined in the following 
chapters: 1) archaeologists typically are not concerned
with the gathering of data beyond preliminary identification 
of iron (Why is this? For although iron is over-represented 
numerically in many historic site assemblages, it does not 
receive the level of analysis retained for other material 
groups.), and 2) iron is a naturally unstable material 
whether buried or above ground. Archaeological iron 
collections may continue to deteriorate in post-excavation 
environments. Is this because measures are not taken to
16
slow down, or halt the loss of archaeological data which was 
so costly to gather?
CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF IRON IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL LITERATURE
An examination of four major archaeological journals: 
American Antiquity (journal for the Society of American 
Archaeology, established 1935), Historical Archaeology 
(journal for the Society of Historical Archaeology, 
established 19 67); Journal of Archaeological Science, 
established in 1974), and Journal of Field of Archaeology 
(established in 1974) constituted the first phase of the 
thesis research.
Each volume of the respective journals, from the first 
publication to 1991, was thoroughly reviewed. The intent 
was twofold: 1) to distinguish what, if any, standard
analytical trends for archaeological iron existed among the 
journals, and 2) to specifically identify what 
methodological approaches to the analysis and treatment of 
iron artifacts have been addressed between 1935 and 1991.
American Antiquity, the oldest of the journals studied, 
is a journal which concentrates on archaeological theory in 
the New World. American Antiquity for many decades provided 
the only comprehensive discussion of archaeological issues 
in the New World on a national level. Although the subject 
matter published in the journal is extremely varied,
17
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throughout its publication history American Antiquity has 
provided useful basic information on the analysis and 
description of artifacts. Although a wide range of articles 
were published, addressing methodological issues in the 
early decades of American Antiquity, there were none which 
could be applied to iron analysis until the 1960s and 1970s 
when the discipline underwent a basic theoretical revolution 
and began a re-examination of basic methods and techniques.
A wide range of topics were published in the 1960s and 
197 0s which specifically addressed archaeological methods. 
The methods identified include: 1) notes on archaeological 
methods and the excavation of fragile objects (Clements 
193 6), 2) use of x-ray spectrometer for copper artifacts 
(Olsen 1962), 3) use of dry-cleaning tags for artifacts 
(Aish 1968), 4) mechanized artifact processing (Folan 1968), 
5) artifact cleaning (Rhine 1969), 6) multistage fieldwork 
and analytical techniques (Redman 197 3), 7) preservative 
compound for archaeological materials (Brown 1974), 8) 
xeroradiography (Heineman 1976), and 9) field labs (Nichols 
and Evans 197 9). Although all of the aforementioned topics 
are important contributions, the fact remains that no 
published articles relating to the systematic processing of 
archaeological iron were found in this journal.
By the late 1960s the strong foundations of 
archaeological tradition in the United States had clearly 
changed from the almost exclusive excavation of prehistoric/ 
pre-Columbian sites to include the study of historic site
19
archaeology (Walker 1967). The previous decade had already 
witnessed a slow, but steadily growing interest in the 
excavation and analysis of historic sites across North 
America. It was soon recognized by those excavating post- 
Columbian sites that a new division of American archaeology 
was developing and required specialized knowledge. A sub­
discipline of standard archaeological method and theory had 
evolved, and would eventually separate "historical archaeo­
logists" from "prehistorians" and "classical 
archaeologists."
The excavation of colonial and frontier settlements 
became not only acceptable, but respectable areas for 
scholarly research. As archaeological projects increased 
throughout the 19 60s and early 1970s, excavations tended to 
center principally around European dominated settlements of 
Franco, Anglo, or Hispanic origin. In years following a 
focus on understanding ethnic diversity through the study of 
African-American and Asian-American culture dominated the 
work of archaeologists (Schuyler 1980).
The emergence of this new branch of North American 
archaeology was officially recognized by the formation of a 
new professional archaeological society in 1967, the Society 
for Historical Archaeology. The concept for establishing a 
professional archaeological organization devoted to 
historical archaeology was proposed in St. Louis in 19 65 at 
the annual Central States meetings of the American 
Anthropological Association (Historical Archaeology 1967:1).
20
The first journal printed for the newly-formed Society for 
Historical Archaeology appeared in 1967. The journal 
contained descriptions of the debates revolving around the 
need for a new professional archaeological society, and 
outlined the goals the organization would incorporate into 
the excavation, study, and explanation of historic sites. 
Ironically, in the first issue of Historical Archaeology in 
1967, the literature survey found the first and only topic 
devoted to the exclusive discussion of iron objects and its 
conservation, by Robert Organ. Only two other articles have 
been published in Historical Archaeology since 1967 (Sanford 
198 0; Singley 1984) which have broached general conservation 
issues and the problems related to the excavation, handling, 
and storage of artifacts. Specific attention to the 
challenges of archaeological iron was not addressed.
On the other hand, of significance is the publication 
within the Historical Archaeology Newsletter of a valuable 
"Archaeological Conservation Forum." This forum focuses on 
conservation issues which regularly confront archaeologists 
and the information provided is intended to assist the 
archaeologist, many of whom do not have the benefit of a 
staff conservator to assist with solving basic and 
frequently encountered difficulties. Articles written by 
Curt Moyer in this "Archaeological Conservation Forum" have 
supplied archaeologists with practical facts on how to 
improve storage of artifacts (October 1986), how to examine 
and process artifacts (March 1989), and at least five
21
articles devoted to the problems and remedies of handling, 
treatment, and storage of archaeological iron from 198 6 to 
1989. Bleed et al. (October 1990) have also contributed to 
Moyer's "Archaeological Conservation Forum" by submitting a 
study on corrosion fundamentals describing basic corrosion 
processes. These articles will be discussed in further 
detail in following chapters.
Virtually no pertinent information was to be found in 
the Journal of Archaeological Science and in the Journal of 
Field Archaeology on the subject of archaeological iron and 
the problems inherent in its excavation and analysis on 
North American sites. Both journals were established in 
1974, and their emergence reflects the specific interests of 
the varied sectors within the archaeological discipline at 
that time. North American archaeology was tolerating major 
philosophical changes, and the emergence of these 
specialized journals reflects articles which center 
primarily on the divergence of theoretical approach, and 
precious little discussion on any methods-oriented subjects.
The Journal of Archaeological Science principally 
concentrates on scientific analyses of archaeological data 
and attracts an international audience. Little relevant 
information was available on the study of post-medieval or 
historic iron, nor its conservation. The Journal of Field 
Archaeology, which directs its study to basic field 
reporting and related problems also failed to produce 
systematic methods or studies for artifactual processing and
22
analysis. However, in the late 1970s and early 198 0s when 
the cultural resource management movement dominated the 
direction of archaeology in the United States, the Journal 
of Field Archaeology did provide a medium through which 
problems in cultural resource management and corresponding 
issues were discussed.
American Antiquity also shared the concern for problems 
in archaeological curation, conservation, collections 
management, and issues in cultural resource management. 
Examples of prominent cultural resource management papers 
included: 1)"Issues in Evaluating the Significance of 
Archaeological Resources" (Glassow 1977), 2) "The Status of 
Archaeological Research in Cultural Resource Management" 
(Goodyear 1978), 3) "Taking Pulse of Method and Theory in 
American Archaeology" (Schiffer 1978), 4) "The Role of the 
Museum in Cultural Resource Management" (Christenson 1979), 
5) "The Once and Future Data" (McGimsey 1979), 6) 
"Conservation in Archaeology: Moving Toward Closer 
Cooperation" (Bourque 1980), and 7) "Resolving the Crisis in 
Archaeological Collections Curation" (Marquardt 1982). 
Although these concerns about the future of archaeological 
resources were pivotal topics during these years, it is 
remarkable that serious resolution to many of these problems 
is only finally beginning to take place in the nineties, 
prompted partially by the publication in October 1990 of 3 6 
CFR, Part 79 (a federal archaeological curation regulation 
which has set minimum standards for housing and storage of
23
collections), and the Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act (P.L. 101-601) in November 1990. The 
passage of such important legislation is currently playing a 
major role in forcing archaeologists and collections 
managers to confront and re-evaluate how they preserve the 
collections for which they are responsible.
The review of the archaeological literature revealed 
several paradoxical trends. Problems focusing on methods of 
excavation, artifact analysis, report writing, collections 
processing, and storage were recognized early in the 
development of the historical archaeological discipline.
Such problems were periodically brought up for discussion, 
but no comprehensive solution was or has been suggested. It 
is therefore symbolic that many of the difficulties 
intrinsic to archaeological excavation were recognized and 
well-documented in the 1960s and 1970s.
David Armour in his 1969 Historical Archaeology 
editorial, "Pothunter or Professional," raised the age-old 
question of purpose in archaeology. The reasons for digging 
and the sorts of information to be obtained from excavation 
were questioned. Armour commented somewhat auspiciously 
that archaeologists "run out of steam" by the end of an 
excavation, that writing up of final reports, and the 
storage of artifacts potentially could become forgotten 
priorities (Armour 1969:3). This notion that artifacts, 
notes, and records are easily misplaced, as are other kinds
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of information was an observation which has unfortunately 
become the rule in much of North American archaeology.
Pleas are still being made for the need for more useful 
artifact typologies and chronologies. Many artifact types 
can be easily identified and classified; however, there are 
others which are frequently excavated and require a more 
specialized knowledge for interpretation and identification. 
The archaeologist cannot collect everything, as Walker 
argues:
All of us tell our novice archaeological students 
to make certain they record everything when they 
are excavating, whether they understand everything 
or not: how many of us also tell them that you do 
not collect evidence independently of thinking, and 
that nothing is evidence except in relation to a 
definite question? An artifact only becomes 
historical evidence because we think it as such.... 
Hercule Poirot rightly belittled the omnivorous 
detective collecting uncritically everything that 
might eventually turn out to be a clue; not because 
clues should not be collected, but because 
collection (pigeon-holing) or "preserving" (Taylor 
1948:191) in itself is not enough... (Walker 
1967:27) .
Later Walker stresses that "accuracy is a duty, not a 
virtue: in a study of the past, conscious accuracy is not
only a duty - interpretation and understanding are virtues" 
(Walker 1967:27-28).
The analysis of archaeological iron can be conducted on 
a number of different levels. The archaeologist should be 
concerned primarily with identification of the object using 
practical means to satisfy his research goals. The handling 
of large quantities of artifacts, especially iron, often 
presents problems during processing. Not only is this a
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costly endeavor, it is time-consuming and requires 
considerable labor. In 1968 Folan suggested a labor-saving 
device: a regular washing machine which had been converted 
to wash artifacts with minimal breakage or damage. The 
machine would take one hour to do what one human could 
undertake in 45 hours. Another recommended time and labor- 
saving mechanism was use of a rubber stamp for application 
of numbers to artifacts. A sandblaster for the rapid 
cleaning of iron artifacts instead of the "conventional 
electrolytic treatment" was also advocated (Folan 1968:86- 
88) .
Most of our metal artifacts have little intrinsic 
value and are cleaned simply to permit the 
recording of information (shape, size, maker's 
marks etc.) obscured by rust deposits. While it 
may be worthwhile to spend hours or days on a 
piece destined for display, it is economically 
unfeasible to so treat the bulk of our specimens. 
Moreover, results are needed rapidly if the 
excavator is to complete his artifact analysis in a 
reasonable period of time. Thus low cost and high 
output are the main considerations in an iron- 
cleaning program designed to meet archaeological 
needs. If the chosen process arrests rusting 
permanently, so much the better, but this is not a 
major factor....It is estimated that one technician 
can clean about 240 artifacts per week using 
electrolytic and electrochemical reduction, whereas 
the same person can clean 7 00 comparable specimens 
with a sandblaster. Productivity with a wire brush 
falls half-way between these two figures (Folan 
1968:88) .
Also provided were recommendations against the use of a 
traditional sandblaster for the reason that stabilization 
treatment was "not as permanent as that achieved by 
electrolysis or electrochemical reduction" (Folan 1968:88). 
An important factor which was also acknowledged was that
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mechanical cleaning does not remove the salts trapped within 
the object, and if other forms of treatment are carried out, 
the object will continue to deteriorate regardless of 
applying a protective coating.
"Obviously, it is an archaeologist's responsibility to 
preserve his specimens for posterity, but practical 
considerations must surely be taken into account. It may be 
worth sandblasting a few thousand rusty nails to a degree 
sufficient to analyze their shape, but we question the 
wisdom of tripling costs in order to preserve all nails for 
some future study which may never take place. Frankly, it 
is suspected that many archaeologists, faced with the high 
cost of cleaning iron by traditional methods, simply do not 
clean common specimens..." (Folan 1968:88-89). The authors 
claimed that only artifacts reserved for museum purposes and 
representative samples should be treated by electrolytic 
reduction and other iron artifacts be cleaned by the 
sandblasting technique, and after "recording" (which they do 
not discuss) pack the objects in a grease for storage. No 
mention was made for the need of an archaeological 
conservator.
As early as 1962 the pros and cons of archaeologists 
working in the Americas and seeking chemists and 
metallurgists to solve "problems involving manufacture, 
function, source, trade routes, and other cultural 
meanings," were recognized by Olsen in American Antiquity 
(1962:234). Olsen addressed the possible limitations of
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using the x-ray spectrometer to gather data, particularly 
that of provenance, from metal artifacts. However, 
archaeologists routinely do not spend an inordinate amount 
of time and funds on sophisticated analytical techniques 
offered by the scientific community, unless specific 
research goals have been outlined prior to excavation.
In direct contrast to Folan's mechanized approach to 
the processing of archaeological materials, is Organ's brief 
summary of problems identified with the treatment of 
archaeological iron. Organ published a four page paper in 
the very first issue of Historical Archaeology, dedicated to 
the "Conservation of Iron Objects." Unfortunately, the 
article has been the only one in that journal dedicated to 
the Specific confrontation of problems in the processing and 
treatment of iron objects in 25 years. While not claiming 
to be an archaeologist, Organ expressed concern that some 
archaeologists tended to expect miraculous conservation 
treatments of iron objects without fully understanding the 
steps involved in a conservator's approach to treatment 
(Organ 1967:52).
The article, while useful to those possessing interest 
in iron objects, is now somewhat dated. Of relevance is the 
early mention in the historical archaeological literature of 
important problems presented in the treatment of 
archaeological iron - significantly, that of information 
loss. An object may be recognized as possessing information 
value, but at other times "rust" may have encapsulated the
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whole object, preventing its identification (Organ 1967:52). 
The significant value of a radiograph of the object is 
appreciated as Organ considers a variety of generalized 
treatment methods, which are carried out by conservators, 
for the removal of iron corrosion products. Caution is 
stressed against the naivete of the archaeologist who, in 
some instances, may not be aware of procedures used by 
specialists brought in to assist in the analysis of the 
object, i.e., phosphorous contamination attributed to a 
conservation treatment carried out on the object before a 
scientist was called in to analyze the metal. This results 
in the making of false assumptions and altering of 
information. To prevent such problems, it is advised that 
records of all stages of treatment of the object be kept and 
shared with all those involved in the handling of such 
materials. Determinations should be made as to what object 
information the archaeologist is seeking, and agreements 
arrived at about the degree and nature of conservation 
treatment to maximize information retrieval without 
destroying valuable data, which may be sought in the future 
by scholars in other disciplines.
Noel Hume in 19 68 introduced a valuable handbook for 
archaeologists titled Historical Archaeology. The book has 
seen at least seven printings since initial publication, and 
has been regarded as a standard textbook for anyone entering 
the field of historical archaeology. Of particular note are 
the last two chapters which stress the importance of good
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record keeping and presentation of the archaeological story, 
as well as the treatment, study, and storage of artifacts. 
Noel Hume addressed the time-consuming treatment of large 
quantities of iron frequently recovered from small, domestic 
sites. Although some of the techniques suggested in the 
chapters are presented in a casual, non-technical manner and 
would not be acceptable practice to a present day 
archaeological conservator, good, sound advice is given to 
the non-specialist in treating archaeological iron. A 
magnet is first recommended as a constructive method of 
determining the areas of strength and weakness in the metal 
before resorting to actual conservation treatment and 
removal of corrosion layers. Common sense also must play a 
role in discerning the structural stability of an iron 
object. Basic knowledge of the type of objects one is 
examining assists greatly with this procedure. As is 
routine practice for many archaeological conservators, Noel 
Hume encouraged the making of full-scale drawings of 
objects, and if elaborate, photographs. Drawings should 
ideally be made before treatment begins and after new 
details are revealed during cleaning (Noel Hume 1968:274- 
75) .
Unfortunately, a negative approach to the full study of 
iron is in part justified by the sheer quantities recovered. 
Most archaeologists are concerned with the identification of 
an object: first by site location, material, artifact class, 
and then by any features or markings which can help place
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the object's source, method, and period of manufacture.
Most of the iron recovered from archaeological sites is not 
readily classifiable and is not amenable to analysis beyond 
brief description and possible use.
Although most identification of iron objects takes 
place in the lab rather than in the field, it is of 
interesting contrast to note the comparison of Folan's 1968 
article with Nichols and Evans's (1979) appeal for field 
labs. Folan's team stated from experience that "field 
laboratories have been virtually abandoned because more 
efficiency and control can be achieved with the greater 
facilities of a centralized laboratory" (Folan 1968:89).
In 1979, in American Antiquity, Nichols and Evans urged 
that archaeological field labs should be incorporated into 
archaeological research design. The advantages of 
archaeological field labs over off-site labs were clear, for 
the prompt processing of information could take place. 
Artifacts could be catalogued and coded into a computerized 
data storage and retrieval program, conservation treatment 
could be carried out on an as-needed basis, and the 
artifacts could be examined and packaged efficiently, 
thereby facilitating the comparison between newly-recovered 
findings and data recovered from previous excavations.
Unfortunately, the evident scorn shared by the authors 
for "brown bag archaeology," where artifacts sit for years 
unattended and unwashed in falling-apart brown bags, still 
is justifiable cause for alarm (Nichols and Evans 1979:325).
While many of the methods outlined by Nichols and Evans are 
admirable and desirable in an ideal world, they are not 
always practical. Realistically, field conditions do not 
always permit the easy transfer of indoor lab functions to 
the field lab. Nichols and Evans advocated the optimal uses 
for a field lab which should be responsible for such 
activities as artifact cleaning, identification, and 
selection of materials to receive specific methods of 
storage. These functions are all grouped under the term 
"curation." Nichols and Evans suggest that under 
"preliminary analysis" in the field, at least sorting, 
weighing, counting of artifacts must take place, as well as 
conducting soil tests and attempting preliminary 
identifications of flora and fauna. In addition, an 
"assessment of data" should also take place in the field, as 
well as "teaching."
Under their system a field lab director would be 
responsible for the organization of the field lab and have 
as much input into research design as the official field 
director. Nichols and Evans advised that the field work 
should keep pace with the processing of information (which 
is usually not the case at all, with the recovered data not 
being touched until long after the fieldwork is completed). 
While a desirable ideal would be to conduct a time- 
controlled excavation, which would allow the lab to keep 
track of everything recovered from the soil and not allow 
the lab work to fall behind, this is not possible. At the
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end of the field season no artifact would be left 
unanalyzed. In the event that such a prospect is realized, 
the scope of the research project should be scaled down to 
meet this design (Nichols and Evans 1979:325-26). This 
lofty goal is hardly practical for most archaeological 
investigations conducted outside the walls of pure academic 
archaeological research, not today, nor was it at the time 
of publication in 1979.
However, the concept of constant feedback between field 
and lab is a vital one which needs to be reconsidered in 
today's archaeology. Coordination and cooperation between 
field and lab activities has always remained a critical 
aspect of artifact analysis and processing.
Indeed, complications in the adequate processing of 
archaeological materials in general necessarily arise when 
excavations are conducted at great distances from a 
permanent lab. Artifacts tend to be superficially processed 
in the field or in temporary headquarters until the material 
can be more thoroughly sorted out in the lab or central 
office or collections center.
A common sentiment shared by many field archaeologists 
is that once material is retrieved from the ground, it is 
the responsibility of the next level, during lab processing, 
to recover the detailed object information. The safe 
retrieval of the objects from burials, exposure during 
excavation, field packing, and transportation to the lab are 
not always viewed as part of a continuous process in
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information recovery, and likewise with lab personnel in 
processing of artifacts and preparation for long-term 
storage information.
If an archaeological conservator is available, the 
objects can be "treated" and the potential problems reduced. 
The lack of shared concern within all levels of the 
archaeological process is apparent for the deplorable 
conditions of record-keeping, and the subsequent negligible 
accessibility and reduced "life" of the excavated materials.
Conservators and material scientists have expressed 
interest in "saving" the information that may be possibly 
held within the various layers of ferrous corrosion 
products, but so-called "treatment" of each and every 
artifact has not been presented on a practical or cost- 
effective level. Nonetheless, plausible methods for saving 
artifact information can be made by archaeologists in 
conjunction with appropriate consultants. These methods 
will be explored in Chapter IV.
Historical Archaeology has published two articles 
dealing with important archaeological conservation issues 
(Sanford 1975; Singley 1984) beyond Organ's 1967 article. 
Although not specifically addressing the problems associated 
with iron artifacts in detail, the conservation topics 
contain practical information for the archaeologist. Basic 
guidelines are outlined, methods which are easily carried 
out by archaeologists to ensure the long-term survival of 
all artifact classes. These articles should be standard
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reading for introductory classes to archaeological method 
and theory.
In spite of the fact that many archaeologists tend to 
conduct their own conservation treatments on iron objects, 
it is widely suggested by archaeological conservators that 
they be the only ones responsible for such work. The 
archaeologist, while needing to be educated about basic 
object deterioration processes and "safe" remedial 
treatments, ideally should not intervene in the conservation 
of archaeological objects. An archaeologist's goal for 
"treatment” of an iron artifact may not be the "treatment" 
goal for an archaeological conservator, primarily because 
the treatment techniques and the approach to documentation 
and information retrieval may differ radically. The 
archaeologist prefers a rapid cleaning method for object 
identification without long-term consideration for the 
future stability of the object, and the conservator opts for 
the least destructive treatment to maximize data retrieval 
and provide long-term object stability.
To persuade an archaeologist who is unlikely to have 
regular, if any, contact with an archaeological conservator, 
not to attempt some level of "treatment" is somewhat 
impractical given the shortage of professional 
archaeological conservators. However, there are many 
comprehensive books and guidelines for the archaeologist and 
archaeologist/conservator which have been published since 
1980 dealing with specific problems in archaeological
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artifact preservation, particularly with iron (e.g., Clarke 
and Blackshaw 1982, Pearson 1987, Cronyn 1990). However, 
such reference materials tend not to become regularly 
accessible reading material for the archaeologist.
Therefore, it may be determined that there is not adequate 
crossover or transfer of information between the 
conservation and archaeological disciplines, in spite of 
sporadic efforts to achieve that end.
While systematic discussions of iron components of 
historic site assemblages within published articles in the 
reviewed journals are scarce, Historical Archaeology has 
published at least six specific artifact studies 
incorporating iron. The articles are: 1) "Formal 
Classification and the Analysis of Historic Artifacts"
(Stone 1970), 2) "Study of Cast Iron Nails" (Lenik 1977), 3) 
"Maintenance and Fabrication at Fort Pentagoet 163 5-1654 
Products of An Ancient Armorer's Workshop" (Faulkner 1986),
4) "Fur Trade Era Blacksmith Shops at Fort Union Trading 
Post National Historic Site, North Dakota" (De Vore 1990) ,
5) "Evaluating Site Significance in Historical Mine 
Districts" (Hardesty 1990), and 6) "We've Got Thousands of 
These! What Makes an Historic Farmstead Significant?"
(Wilson 199 0). These isolated studies provide some evidence 
that iron is not routinely considered a vital component of 
an assemblage warranting in-depth analysis, at least not for 
publication purposes.
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Goodyear, Raab and Klinger asserted in a 1978 American 
Antiquity article that the status of archaeology in the 
United States, particularly that of contract archaeology, 
was in the prime position to focus intensively on improving 
archaeological research design. With the passage of a 
succession of federal and state environmental protection and 
historic preservation laws, the number of archaeological 
excavations were increasing dramatically: 1906 Antiquities
Act (P.L. 209), 1935 Historic Sites Act (P.L. 74-292), 1960 
Reservoir Salvage Act (P.L. 86-523), 1966 Historic 
Preservation Act (P.L. 88-665), 1969 National Environmental 
Protection Act (P.L. 91-90), 1971 Protection and Enhancement 
of the Cultural Environment (E.O. 11593), 1973 Historical 
and Archaeological Data Protection Act (P.L. 93-29), 1979 
Archaeological Resource Protection Act (P.L. 96-95), and 
1980 National Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 96-515). It 
is more than a little ironic that in an effort to save 
finite cultural resources little attempt has been made to 
continue the "conservation," and preservation process of 
artifactual materials, let alone iron which is one of the 
most challenging of all materials to treat and retrieve 
"information." Many of these laws presented the opportunity 
to expand archaeological knowledge and techniques, yet at 
the federal and state levels decisions regarding the 
development of a national archaeological strategy could not 
be agreed upon much less how conservation should be 
incorporated into a national strategy (Goodyear 1978:159-
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78). No clear agreement was made about the use of research 
design, especially given the fact that there was even a lack 
of definition regarding the meaning of such frequently used 
terms as "preservation," "conservation" and "curation."
It is regrettable that the government is forced to 
dictate the minimum standards of archaeological practice in 
the United States. The 1970s was a pivotal decade for 
discourse over methods in cultural resource management. 
Several severe problems were recognized within the 
archaeological discipline, one of the most critical resting 
with the determination of significance of archaeological 
resources.
Glassow (1977) raised the troublesome question as to
what exactly constitutes archaeological data, and what is
deemed "important" or "significant?" Although Glassow
refers primarily to "site" significance, the discussion is
also applicable to artifacts and material groups. It is
noteworthy that archaeologists early on identified the
problems revolving around value and significance of
archaeological resources, but not much effort went into
solving a preservation predicament which has grown to
enormous proportions.
Christenson observed in 1979 that archaeologists 
have been somewhat reluctant to recognize that one 
of their most important duties is the management of 
cultural resources for future generations. Too 
often they are concerned solely with their own 
short-term goals and interests and the short-term 
goals and interests of the public that supports 
them. Unfortunately, these goals and interests are 
not always conducive to the long-term preservation
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of archaeological sites and data (Christenson 
1979:161).
Christenson presents two reasonable methods for the
preservation of cultural resources for future generations,
"(1) they may be left undisturbed in or on the ground; or
(2) they may be permanently housed in a museum or other
storage facility" (Christenson 1979:161). Christenson thus
raised important questions about the dilemma facing
archaeologists and museums regarding the storage of
archaeological materials, emphasizing that the
responsibility rests on the part of the archaeologist to
ensure that "all artifacts, ecofacts, soil samples, maps,
notes, photographs, reports, and other materials from a
project are organized as a unit for long-term storage"
(Christenson 1979:162). It is clearly recognized that there
are indeed archaeologists who, like some museum personnel
charged with the maintenance of archaeological materials, do
not understand the necessity for keeping all archaeological
materials, even those which may possess little potential for
display. After all, what use is there in saving all
materials after the preliminary analysis and final
publication of reports?
The answer to this attitude is that no 
archaeological report comes close to presenting the 
potential information contained in materials 
excavated from a site. Any report is a first 
approximation that can be improved and expanded as 
new techniques and new theories are developed. 
Unless all excavated materials are saved, our 
understanding of a site will have to rest to some 
extent upon our assessment of the competence of the 
archaeologist(s) who directed the work and wrote
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the report. This is unacceptable (Christenson
1979:162).
We are compelled by our professional ethics to ensure 
the preservation of the things we excavate. Is it the 
responsibility of the museum, as Christenson recommends, or 
that of the archaeologist to guarantee the proper storage of 
the archaeological collections and have them arranged in an 
organized manner so that they may be accessible and of use 
to those conducting research in the future? Christenson 
suggested that an evaluation of current archaeological 
collections which have been curated take place, and stressed 
the necessity for the establishment of guidelines regarding 
the acquisition and preservation of archaeological 
collections. Otherwise, there will be nothing left for 
future researchers. This plea by Christenson was not 
unfounded, nor was he alone in recognizing an approaching 
dilemma concerning the shoddy care of archaeological 
collections. Finding an adequate repository and the 
appropriate personnel was only one solution.
McGimsey argued that "something" had to be done within 
the archaeological community that would prepare them and the 
museums for the onslaught or dumping of archaeological 
materials in their storage spaces. If something was not to 
be done "soon," the future of archaeology would be doomed 
(McGimsey 1979:583-589).
In 1982 Marquardt emphasized the urgency and the need 
to resolve the crisis in archaeological collections 
curation, by at least minimally acquiring a "safe, sturdy,
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secure building equipped to handle curation and conservation 
as well as special storage functions," to ensure the long­
term storage of archaeological collections (Marquardt 
1982:409). Defined at length by Marquardt is the meaning of 
the word "curation" as a "management function regarding 
collections, i.e., processing, cataloging, accessioning, 
conserving, storing, maintaining, and making collections and 
their documentation available for research" (Marquardt 
1982:409). It is revealing about the state of modern 
archaeological collections in the 1990s that these very 
predicaments still exist, and that they are not entirely 
unique to iron collections.
The review of the archaeological literature revealed 
several paradoxical trends. Problems revolving around 
methods of excavation, artifact analysis, report writing, 
collections processing, and storage were recognized early in 
the development of the historical archaeological discipline. 
Periodically problems were brought up for discussion, but no 
comprehensive solution was or has been suggested. 
Nevertheless, the survey of the four journals revealed a 
glaring lack of systematic interest in archaeological iron 
as a material class deserving methodical analysis.
CHAPTER III
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE AND EVALUATION
While a review of archaeological literature was used to 
determine how iron has been treated as an artifact class 
over the last 50 years, it was clear that no systematic data 
existed to quantify how iron is treated in today's modern 
archaeology. To this end a survey questionnaire was sent 
out to 24 archaeologists across the United States. The 
objective of the survey was to achieve regional and 
institutional diversity by evaluating how contemporary 
archaeologists perceived iron as a viable artifact group.
The selection process was accomplished by choosing 
names of archaeologists located in various parts of the 
country from the Society for Historical Archaeology 
Newsletters (1986-1990). The anticipation was that the 
chosen archaeologist would possess an interest in historical 
archaeology and would hold a myriad of archaeological 
responsibilities, be it a university, museum, private 
contracting company, state or federal agency. It may be 
argued that purely random sampling would have secured a more 
representative sample. However, in this instance random 
sampling tended to group choices into finite regional and 
professional location/areas. The structured sampling
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procedure adopted for this study ensured a representative 
outlook from all major groups of professionals as well as 
ensuring regional diversity across the United States (Figure 
1) •
Survey questionnaires were sent to 24 archaeologists in 
19 states. Nineteen questionnaires were returned. Four 
institutions did not reply to the questionnaire. One 
archaeologist responded by telephone and is included in the 
total positive response rate (Table 1). However, the 
information passed on the telephone was not sufficient to be 
included in the evaluation of the survey responses. 
ORGANIZATION OF SURVEY RESPONSES
Each written response was given an identification 
letter. The range of institutions surveyed were organized 
into a list grouped by the following categories: 
universities, private, and government (federal and state). 
The seven universities which replied to the questionnaire 
have been arranged by state in alphabetical order: A - G.
The seven private institutions which replied to the 
questionnaire have been arranged in alphabetical order 
following the universities: H - N. The five government-
supported institutions which replied to questionnaire have 
been arranged in alphabetical order following the private 
category: 0 - S (Table 2).
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TABLE 1 
SURVEY RESPONSE RATE
TOTAL RESPONSE RATE 20 83.33%
Written Responses 19 79.16%
Telephone Responses 1 4.16%
NO RESPONSE RATE 4 16.66%
TOTAL 24 100%
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TABLE 2
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
GROUPED BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION AND STATE
I.D. Letter Type of 
Institution
State Response
A: University Maine Yes
B: University Missouri Yes
C: University North Carolina Yes
D: University Oregon Yes
E: University Virginia Yes
F: University Virginia Yes
G: University Washington DC Yes
Private Illinois No
Private New Jersey No
H: Private New Mexico Yes
I: Private Pennsylvania Yes
J: Private Pennsylvania Yes
K: Private Tennessee Yes
L: Private Utah Yes
M: Private Virginia ' Yes
N: Private Virginia Yes
0: Federal/State Arkansas Yes
Federal/State California No
P: Federal/State Florida Yes
Q: Federal/State Illinois Yes
R: Federal/State Maryland Yes
S: Federal/State Michigan Yes
Federal/State Texas Yes
Telephone
Federal/State Virginia No
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EVALUATION OF SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES
In addition to the receipt of survey questionnaires, 
personal inspections were made, when possible, to 
institutions possessing archaeological collections. These 
institutions, while not formally evaluated by filling out 
the survey questionnaires, were visually examined to 
determine collection accessibility, storage techniques, 
overall storage design and condition, and also to determine 
what, if any, standard policies existed for the processing 
of archaeological material, especially for iron artifacts. 
The institutions visited incorporated universities, museums, 
military bases, and private contracting agencies in four 
states: California, Illinois, Missouri, and Oklahoma. A 
detailed letter, complete with a laboratory handbook, from 
the Midwest Archaeological Center in Nebraska also provided 
vital information regarding the handling, processing, 
conservation, and storage of iron artifacts.
The telephone response from Texas indicated that the 
region was too large to be adequately covered by one survey 
form, and that many different institutions encompassing five 
states reported to the division headquarters in Dallas, 
Texas. At this agency there was at that time no standard 
method for the processing of artifacts, nor any one special 
requirement for packing and storage of the archaeological 
materials. However, since the telephone conversation with 
the chief archaeologist of the southwestern division of this 
federal agency, new standards have been written and
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implemented to which institutions performing work for the 
government agency must adhere. However, the reap of 30 or 
more so years of archaeology in this region is left 
unaffected by these standards and procedures, as is 
unfortunately the case in many areas of the country. 
Improving accessibility and management of these 
archaeological collections is left entirely to the 
discretion of the archaeologists and curators currently 
responsible for the long-term storage of those 
archaeological materials.
The responses to the survey questionnaire were somewhat 
varied, ranging from what might be construed as slight 
indifference to real concern over the difficulties 
encountered in obtaining useful information from 
archaeological iron, and how to surmount them given the 
unstable and fragile condition of the material, the frequent 
lack of funds, trained and full-time staff, and access to 
specialized equipment to conduct analysis when needed.
It must be made clear at this point that 
interpretations of the questions presented in the survey 
were diverse. Some of the questions posed may have been 
construed as misleading, or at least in some cases they were 
not sufficiently understood. Differences in semantics may 
have perhaps led to "confused’1 interpretation of some 
questions. It was intended for the archaeologist filling 
out the survey to write in comments to clarify their 
interpretations of the questions, but that did not occur in
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all instances. Therefore, the full accuracy of the 
responses cannot be determined, but suffice it to state that 
a certain contrition regarding the subject of iron can be 
interpreted in the responses.
A full tabulation of the responses to each survey 
question is presented in Appendix C. A discussion of each 
question and the varied replies follow.
Laboratory Manual
Four questions were included in this category. Only 
seven of the 19 responses possessed laboratory or procedures 
manual, to guide staff in the handling and treatment of 
archaeological materials. Of those institutions possessing 
a laboratory manual, only four specifically possessed 
guidelines on techniques for the handling, washing, 
labelling and storage of iron. Six of the seven 
institutions regularly updated their manual to include new 
information. All were willing to release copies of the 
manuals.
Processing
The "the number of iron artifacts typically processed 
in a year" varied considerably with answers ranging from "I 
don't know" to 50,000-100,000 artifacts. Most responses 
fell between less than 1,000 artifacts, and between 1,000-
5,000 artifacts processed each year. A possible difficulty 
in accepting these results was that "processing" may have 
been interpreted in different ways - from all excavated iron 
"fragments" coming through the laboratory to only the iron
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artifacts which received a catalogue number or identified as 
a part of a recognizable object.
The results are not compared to other material classes 
to determine percentage of iron represented in an average 
archaeological assemblage. If the results are to be taken 
as is, it appears that in most of the cases surveyed the 
processing of iron artifacts does not exceed 10,000 objects 
per year. The point may be raised: are in fact more than
10,000 iron artifacts typically recovered from historic 
sites, or is this the approximate number for iron artifacts 
actually "processed" and "categorized?" Obviously the 
number of artifacts processed each year will vary from 
project to project and year to year, and comments were made 
to that effect in two cases.
Moyer defines "processing" of artifacts as "the series 
of operations which prepares artifacts for analysis, 
conservation and storage. Initial washing away of soil; air- 
drying; rough sorting into materials and artifact types; 
numbering with permanent standardized provenances; 
cataloguing, master-listing or data entry; re-bagging into 
clean bags or containers; and grouping by provenance, 
material or some other standard, are all processing steps" 
(Moyer 1989:14). While these steps are more or less 
standard practice for many archaeologists, it is clear that 
this term promotes misunderstandings.
The "percentage of iron processed from each excavation" 
varied greatly from questionnaire to questionnaire. Again
the term "processed" may have been subject to different 
interpretations. The responses to the "percentage of iron 
artifacts catalogued, and labelled/numbered from each site" 
did not always coincide with the response given in the 
previous question. Institution B commented that all the 
objects were examined, but often identification beyond 
"miscellaneous hardware" could not be achieved without x- 
radiography or cleaning. Institution M defined "processing" 
in their particular organization to include the washing and 
counting of iron artifacts, and preparing of an inventory, 
although few iron artifacts are actually conserved. Several 
responses indicated that it was not known how much iron was 
processed from each excavation. Institution P indicated 
that iron only represented approximately 10% of the typical 
archaeological assemblage, and it was therefore all 
processed. Only four other replies indicated that more than 
9 0% of iron artifacts were processed from each excavation. 
The majority of the responses indicated that between 90-100% 
of iron artifacts were catalogued. Only one response made a 
distinction between percentage of artifacts catalogued and 
those actually labelled/numbered.
Eight institutions claimed they did not "wash iron 
artifacts;" the remainder, washed between 90-100% of the 
iron. Institution A claimed that no iron was washed, but 
that the artifacts, if identified, were all conserved, 
except for hand-forged nails, of which only a sample 
received treatment. An important and unique remark also
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came from Institution Q where the archaeological collections 
are primarily generated by cultural resource management 
contracts: "This is somewhat dependent on the researcher.
In the past iron artifacts were washed and allowed to air 
dry; however, this promoted rusting. A more recent, 
enlightened approach entails brushing or picking off dirt 
without the use of water." This was the only response 
recognizing a potentially very destructive cleaning 
practice.
From the institutions surveyed, iron artifacts tend to 
be "cleaned along with other finds." Four institutions 
replied that iron was not cleaned with other artifact 
groups, and that they were handled separately from ceramics 
and glass. However, of the 11 institutions which indicated 
that iron was cleaned initially with other artifacts, only 
three indicated that iron was not separately handled from 
ceramics and glass.
There appeared to be a melange of "methods" used in the 
cleaning of iron: with artifacts from bag lots being
separated into rough material categories and cleaned by 
artifact group to iron being separated from ceramics and 
glass only after washing. There was no mention of concern 
over possible damage to artifacts and potential loss of 
information from accelerated iron rusting, spalling and 
breaking apart of iron artifacts.
The survey demonstrated that two popular methods used 
in the cleaning of iron artifacts are basic washing and
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rinsing, and using a variety of brushes. Airbrasive units 
were used in five institutions, ultrasonic tanks were used 
in six institutions, flexible shafts were used in three 
institutions, and vibrotools were used at four institutions. 
Only two of the 19 institutions carried out an intensive 
hot/cold wash or desalination process to remove the damaging 
chlorides which penetrate objects during burial.
Electrolytic reduction and various types of chemical 
cleaning were other methods that some institutions used to 
clean iron artifacts.
The level or extent of the cleaning of iron artifacts 
also ranged greatly. Most artifacts tended to be only 
superficially cleaned, i.e., the goal being to remove dirt 
and in some instances the corrosion products as well. Only 
two of 19 institutions claimed that all the artifacts were 
•'completely" cleaned. If complete cleaning was conducted in 
any other institution, not more than 25 percent of the iron 
artifacts received such treatment, but answers ranged from 
0.0% to 20%.
The "identification and initial cleaning process" for 
iron artifacts was mostly carried out in the laboratory.
Six institutions replied that these tasks were carried out 
in both the field and in the laboratory. Institution S 
replied that artifacts were only identified and cleaned in 
the field.
Most institutions responded that "permanent staff" 
carried out the identification and cleaning of iron
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artifacts. Three institutions relied on mostly "volunteer 
and intern assistance." Nine institutions had "part-time 
assistance," 10 institutions had full-time help. Thirteen 
institutions possess permanent laboratory personnel, six do 
not. The six institutions which do not possess permanent 
lab personnel all rely on part-time assistance.
Field crew members all performed "laboratory duties" 
from time to time, except at three institutions. An 
"archaeological conservator" was on the staff of seven 
institutions. The interpretations of the answers to this 
particular question must be taken with a grain of salt. The 
question should have included "professional archaeological 
conservator," for in some instances it is known that the 
conservation work is actually carried out by staff whose 
primary responsibilities rest with a variety of completely 
different duties. Only two institutions which replied that 
no conservator was on staff did not ever consult 
archaeological conservators for advice and treatment 
information. Five institutions did not respond to this 
question.
As to "who makes the decision as to what artifacts 
receive further treatment," it is apparent that project 
directors make the decisions in most cases, often in 
consultation with the lab supervisor, and only sometimes in 
conjunction with a conservator. Unfortunately, only four of 
the 19 institutions acknowledged joint consultation with a 
conservator to make treatment decisions. Field supervisors
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rarely had any input as to what objects should receive 
treatment, therefore it can be deduced that artifact 
priorities are primarily assigned after they have reached 
the lab, and not in the field.
Interestingly, all but two institutions agreed that 
there was "mutual consultation between project staff to 
determine treatment priorities." However, seven other 
institutions responded to the previous question that only 
the project director determined what artifacts received 
"further" treatment.
To the question "if conservation was initiated were 
guidelines set up for standard treatments," 12 of 19 
institutions responded that guidelines did in fact exist.
The responses to this question partially contradicted one of 
the first questions asked in the survey regarding possession 
of a lab procedures manual which also addressed handling of 
iron artifacts. Over half the survey responses indicated 
that conservation treatments were conducted in-house. 
Electrolytic reduction and electrochemical cleaning were the 
most popular methods for the cleaning of iron material. 
Analysis/Identification
As far as the "basic level of analysis" carried out on 
iron material, the majority of those surveyed relied simply 
on identification in the lab. It was not clear who was 
primarily responsible for the sorting and preliminary 
identification of the iron objects. Three institutions 
carried out some form of artifact identification in the
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field. Cleaning was a favored method for further analysis 
and artifact identification. X-radiography and consultation 
with a material specialist were methods rarely needed, and 
these two methods were certainly not routine.
It is difficult to determine from the survey answers 
exactly what percentage of all the iron artifacts excavated 
are actually given a positive identification. Most 
institutions give all iron artifacts a basic preliminary 
screening. Nails obviously rank high on the positive 
artifact identification scale. However, the average 
response was that between 60 to 70% of all iron artifacts 
received a positive identification. Less than half of the 
institutions surveyed used analytical equipment to assist in 
the positive identification of iron material. It can be 
deduced that either iron material recovered from most sites 
is sufficiently identifiable through the corrosion products 
covering the artifacts and therefore does not warrant 
further analysis (i.e., archaeologists are comfortable with 
their identification procedures through basic cleaning, or 
the facilities and equipment just are not available to 
conduct analysis beyond what is currently available in most 
archaeological laboratories).
Documentation
The "level of documentation" carried out for iron 
artifacts varied considerably from institution to 
institution. All but one institution routinely described 
iron material as standard operating procedure, but no
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mention was made of the extent of description (i.e., beyond 
assigning a label or artifact type). Without doubt, this is 
an aspect of artifact analysis and description which is 
entirely subjective. The type of drawing carried out was in 
most cases not specified (i.e., sketch or full-scale 
drawing). The type of photographs taken was also not 
specified, but it can be a safe assumption that drawing and 
photography were carried out for report and publication 
purposes, and were not routine practice for documentation 
and recording of each and every iron artifact. Only 10 of 
19 institutions took measurements of the iron material 
excavated, but unfortunately the survey question did not 
request how many artifacts or what percentage of artifacts 
received or warranted this level of documentation at each 
institution.
A question was posed in an attempt to understand why 
and how archaeologists make decisions regarding 
"significance" for iron material to be further evaluated or 
documented. An overwhelming proportion of answers claimed 
further object study was warranted because it was vital for 
site interpretation. Institution A claimed, "If you don't 
know what it is, how can you tell if it is important or 
not?" Uniqueness of object was also considered important. 
Value for study collection, although important, was not a 
major force in promoting further iron artifact analysis.
One institution added an interesting factor which sometimes
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contributed to further artifact study and documentation: the 
potential for exhibition.
Storage
Fortunately, most institutions questioned on what 
"materials were used for packing and storing iron" artifacts 
used plastic zip-lock bags. Only two of 19 institutions 
admitted using brown paper bags. It is not known how or 
when the transition from the standard brown paper bags to 
polyethylene zip-lock bags took place, but from personal 
observation in a number of different institutions the 
transition appears to have taken place only during the last 
five years. Brown paper bags are still commonly used in the 
field by archaeologists, but for final storage artifacts are 
often transferred to zip-lock bags.
Millions of artifacts recovered from excavations in the 
past are still currently housed in paper bags, but newly- 
excavated artifacts tend to be frequently collected in 
polyethylene bags. The lack of durability of brown paper 
bags is no doubt a principle factor forcing this transition, 
rather than a supposed increased awareness and concern over 
the high acid content of paper bags and possible resulting 
damage to artifacts, as compared to the relatively inert 
properties of polyethylene zip-lock bags. It was 
interesting to note that two institutions specifically added 
that they perforated the zip-lock bags to reduce 
condensation and to increase ventilation.
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Acid-free cardboard boxes were used in eight of 19 
institutions for storing their iron material. Only four 
institutions admitted they regularly used cardboard boxes 
for artifact storage. Institution 0 specifically added that 
iron artifacts were stored in "polyethylene three-mil zip- 
lock bags with acid-free tags/silica gel packets." Two 
institutions used chemical or wet storage for the temporary 
preservation of waterlogged materials.
In most instances "iron material" was "stored 
separately" from other materials. However, it was not 
defined in the question or answers if the iron was simply 
stored in a separate container within a larger container 
that held other material groups, or that the iron was 
entirely packed and stored with iron artifacts exclusively. 
Institution Q commented that if the iron artifacts were 
particularly fragile then they might be stored with other 
fragile artifacts from other material classes.
Ten institutions acknowledged that iron artifacts were 
stored in individual bags. Nails and "rust fragments" were 
commonly stored in groups. It appears from most of the 
answers that institutions store artifacts individually in 
plastic bags and also in groups or "lots". All but one 
institution stored conserved iron material separately from 
untreated iron.
A puzzling group of responses came with the question of 
what "percentage of the iron collection" was actually 
"stored in inert materials" such as polyethylene bags and
boxes and other non-acidic receptacles. Four institutions 
did not know, 10 institutions claimed that between 90-100% 
of the iron collection was housed in inert materials, one 
institution acknowledged less than 10%. Institution B 
stated "most artifacts (are) stored in polyethylene bags in 
non acid-free boxes." Institution M commented that "after 
treatment all storage materials are inert - before treatment 
this is not the case." If only a small percentage of the 
iron excavated is conserved (as was claimed earlier in the 
survey), how is the iron that never receives conservation 
treatment stored, in paper bags, acidic boxes?
Artifacts, once packed into bags and boxes were most 
commonly housed in or on wooden shelves, drawers and 
cabinets. Less than half of the responses indicated that 
stainless/steel shelves, drawers and cabinets were used for 
long-term housing of iron objects. Institution J commented, 
we "offer only temporary storage prior to final curation by 
landowner or state institution." Institution K stressed 
that although steel drawers were used metal was not placed 
directly on metal. A bag or a box separated the metals from 
direct contact.
Most institutions were not required to abide by any 
particular "processing and storage standards." Three 
institutions confirmed that they were required to follow 
standards and indicated that the standards were set by a 
state or federal agency. Institution C acknowledged 
following the Department of the Interior's 3 6 CFR, Part 79,
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which is noteworthy. No other institution surveyed 
specifically expressed recognition or knowledge of the 
standards set forth in this or other federal regulation. 
Therefore, only state and federal institutions followed any 
sort of minimum standard for artifact storage - standards 
which are set by federal agencies.
Most facilities periodically inspected the collections, 
but the level of inspection was not identified. This could 
potentially vary from casual inspection of storage rooms, to 
more specific storage units and individual artifact survey. 
However, it is very unlikely that the majority of the 
institutions conduct regular inspections of their storage 
facilities beyond room cleaning, nor carry routine pest 
management programs and employ satisfactory environmental 
control systems. Less than half of the institutions 
surveyed possessed any form of climate control in the 
storage facilities, and only in a few cases was it regularly 
monitored to check for fluctuations in temperature and 
relative humidity. Only Institution M regularly monitored 
the storage area which contained organic objects, and 
Institution 0 claimed that only the National Park Service 
collections received regular monitoring. Standard pest 
control systems also were remarkably lacking in many 
institutions responsible for the storage of archaeological 
collections. Just over half of the institutions surveyed 
acknowledged implementation of a pest control system, and
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only one institution clarified what that system was, bat 
nets at Institution A.
Access to Collections
Where applicable, most institutions permitted study of 
archaeological iron collections to researchers. Only one of 
19 institutions regularly received requests for access to 
iron study collections, most institutions "rarely" or 
"sometimes" had visitors. Archaeologists generally were the 
prime researchers of iron collections, although students and 
blacksmiths figured occasionally in the responses. Material 
scientists were included in two responses. Of those 
institutions which allowed access to their iron collections, 
most possessed a standard written policy outlining access, 
research and handling guidelines.
Opinions
The most interesting aspect of the survey responses 
came from the section requesting opinions regarding the 
research potential of iron from North American historic 
sites. Aside from the large numbers of nails which are 
recovered from many historic sites, the majority of which 
are generally not considered to be of great research value, 
most archaeologists agreed that iron material was 
significant. Institution A claimed, "Read my articles on 
the subject," Institution B claimed, "As significant as all 
other artifacts," and Institution M claimed, "The majority
of iron excavated at ---  is anonymous fragments. Those
objects which have a discernable form are in the minority
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and are extremely significant." Institution N noted that 
"Much can be learned about source and manufacturing 
techniques. Typologies and chronologies need to be 
developed for most iron artifacts." Institution Q claimed 
that "All artifacts and their contexts contain the potential 
to contribute, individually or collectively, to some aspect 
of current or future research. The definition of 
significant research is not static, but one that varies 
through time. One most adopt a long-term perspective toward 
the collection and preservation of all artifacts." 
Institution R expressed that "primary site data [is] just as 
valuable as other artifacts."
Almost all the institutions surveyed agreed that iron 
artifacts do pose a long-term storage problem. Institution 
Q commented that their museum collection "provides a stable 
environment in which to store artifacts. The long-term 
storage problem lies predominately in the condition of the 
artifacts received from contributing institutions. Often 
there has been no attempt to stabilize or preserve iron 
artifacts. However, at this time the Museum cannot provide 
such treatment for non-Museum generated artifacts since it 
lacks the time, funds, and personnel to do so."
Intriguingly enough, over half of the institutions 
surveyed conceded that they were, in fact, deriving the 
necessary information from the excavated iron material to 
satisfy their research concerns and using their current 
techniques (which in the main does not include any special
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technique beyond basic cleaning of dirt and corrosion 
layers). However, almost all of the institutions agreed 
that they could derive more worthwhile information from iron 
artifacts if the funds and the research equipment were made 
available.
Two institutions disagreed that this was possible. 
Institution Q commented, "In general, and for chosen 
purposes, no. Again, the definition of worthwhile 
information is elusive, open to interpretation, and will 
vary with time, project or items. If another researcher 
cared to undertake different or specialized research, such 
as metallurgical analysis, on iron artifacts then additional 
equipment and probably funds would be necessary."
As to whether the archaeologists surveyed thought that 
more study on archaeological iron was really practical or 
necessary for the goals of historical archaeology, most 
responded that both indeed were. Institution G noted, "A 
very large amount of our iron comes from excavations for 
which no conservation and minimal curation funding are 
available....1 With collections frequently generated from 
CRM projects and field schools, it appears that adequate 
study of the iron never takes place. Institution Q 
commented, "If one accepts the goal of archaeology, historic 
or prehistoric, as the study of human adaptation to the 
environment, then the study of all artifacts and their 
contexts is necessary since these are one means of 
adaptation." Institution I reflected that further study
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probably was not practical, mentioning that it depended "on 
what goals we are talking about: in the context of most CRM
research, detailed study of iron [is] not necessary but this 
answer varies with specific project goals and the nature of 
the data collected." Institution B claimed that it was not 
practical at this time, but noted that one of the first 
obstacles to surmount is cleaning and preservation of the 
objects to make identification possible.
ANALYSIS
It can logically be deduced from the survey responses 
that archaeologists, on the whole, are satisfied with their 
current techniques for the handling, processing, analysis 
and storage of iron objects.
However, it was evident from review of the responses 
that there are indeed problems with definitions of basic 
archaeological terms such as "processing," "identification," 
"analysis," and "documentation." Moyer discusses the 
problems of processing and analysis and possible 
interpretations of these terms in the March 1989 Historical 
Archaeology Newsletter Archaeological Conservation Forum. A 
"macro-level of investigation" may include site 
interpretation through study of features, development of 
artifact typologies and classification and dating of 
uncommon artifacts. A "micro-level of investigation" may 
include more detailed and object specific analysis - be it 
through chemical testing, microscopic evaluation, or more 
sophisticated instrumental analysis - in order to acquire
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more solid information regarding the identification, or 
dating of objects (Moyer 1989:14). However, the results of 
the survey questionnaire suggests that analysis of iron 
objects usually does not go beyond washing and basic 
cleaning.
A potentially useful segment of information which was 
not sought in the questionnaire is how many times each 
artifact is handled on the average during the "processing" 
and "analysis/identification" stages, and by how many 
different people? How familiar do the laboratory staff 
become with a site assemblage? Moyer points out in the 
aforementioned archaeological conservation forum on the 
examination and processing of artifacts, that it is usually 
only during the initial "processing" period that the 
artifacts receive any "artifact-by-artifact examination" 
(Moyer 1989:14). Indeed, many of the decisions made in 
artifact sorting and classification occur during this stage, 
and can be made by personnel not fully trained or 
knowledgeable about the materials they are handling. Moyer 
broaches a sensitive archaeological issue as to "what 
constitutes evidence?" As Moyer suggests and was supported 
from the survey responses, "there is no standardized 
approach to recovering a body of evidence which is as varied 
as daily life itself. Therefore, the maximum recovery of 
evidence requires the maximum divergence from standardized 
processing. And yet the efficiency and accuracy of
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processing usually, if not invariably, depend upon its being 
a standardized activity" (Moyer 1989:15).
It was obvious from the responses that there are some 
archaeologists who are intensely interested in the 
information that iron artifacts can potentially yield, but 
they are in the minority. It is equally as clear that many 
archaeologists do not possess a large enough research 
interest in excavated iron beyond separating nails from 
other readily "identifiable" objects. Could this possibly 
be the result of inadequate access to additional documentary 
evidence beyond Noel Hume's (1969) basic guide to colonial 
artifacts? This surely should not be considered a valid 
excuse, as historical archaeologists learn to examine and 
search documentary sources.
Providing adequate staffing poses a serious dilemma 
when artifacts must be rapidly processed, identified, and 
stored away in order to keep up with in-coming material from 
the field. What constitutes "significance" in an 
archaeological object, and how far the object may be 
"processed" was not clarified.
Many historical archaeologists would like to know what 
they can do to improve the "plight" or "obstacles" iron 
artifacts present, but great frustration is experienced when 
funding support fails to come through to carry out more than 
the rudimentary steps. Most archaeologists do not have any 
budget for conservation of any of their artifacts, and thus 
some "home remedies" are sometimes attempted on the
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artifacts if they are deemed worthy of "more" attention.
Few archaeologists are concerned about preparing 
archaeological objects for exhibition.
What can realistically be achieved by archaeologists in 
most facilities to gather more data from the many bits of 
"miscellaneous" iron, i.e., bits of iron that cannot be 
associated with a particular item per se, but can be grouped 
as "rusty sheeting, bar stock, and just plain 'junk'..." 
(McKee:1991). There are literally thousands of these 
miscellaneous bits of iron which do not contribute much to 
the understanding of the site, or lend any particular 
"meaning." What can archaeologists do to preserve these 
"bits" for future study? These iron "bits" cannot be 
studied as readily as similar "refuse" such as bone, glass 
and ceramics.
Nails often make up a large component of an iron 
assemblage. Many of the archaeologists who responded to the 
survey attempt to sort the nails into identifiable 
categories and then keep a sample of the ones in the best 
condition. Much of the nail analysis comes from the 
archaeologists own knowledge of nail manufacturing 
techniques and through comparison with other site-specific 
type collections.
While it is apparent that federal, state, and private 
funding of full-fledged archeological excavations are 
decreasing, many archaeologists still fail to see the value 
of maintaining accessible archaeological collections. Most
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also fail to comprehend that these very collections, will in 
the future, be the only way for students and archaeologists 
to study and evaluate archaeological remains.
Few express genuine interest and concern for the long­
term preservation of iron objects, nor for the information 
which iron objects potentially hold. Whether this 
indifference over the real study potential for iron material 
is a result of poor funding, staffing and equipment 
shortage, or ignorance and downright indolence on the part 
of the archaeological community is unclear. Whatever the 
causes may be, the attitudes of the past and of the present 
must change, if iron artifacts are to "remain" as part of 
archaeological collections in the future.
Another factor which contributes greatly to the lack of 
curiosity in the study of iron artifacts is because many of 
the historic sites excavated are post-1825 and many of the 
artifacts can be closely identified, with extant (historic) 
examples being sufficient. There are many regions across 
North America where the soil chemistry is not so acidic and 
destructive to buried iron as it is in many areas of the 
East Coast. Iron artifacts from sites in parts of the 
Midwest, Southwest and West Coast do not tend to be so 
heavily coated in corrosion products; and of course, in many 
cases the artifacts are much more "recent," i.e., primarily 
nineteenth and twentieth century. The focus in many areas 
of the East Coast has been on the very late sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. Another anathema,
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which restrains the archaeologists from seeking an 
archaeological conservator, is very long treatment time for 
the stabilization and conservation of the iron artifact.
Iron is notoriously the most difficult of all archaeological 
materials to stabilize. The conservation literature is 
filled with studies of treatment methods for archaeological 
iron, but no one completely satisfactory method has been 
found which is applicable to all types of iron in various 
stages of deterioration. There are few reliable methods, if 
any, to stabilize archaeological iron en masse without 
resorting to tremendous cost and expenditure of personnel 
time.
CHAPTER IV
PROPOSAL FOR THE FUTURE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL IRON
Having discussed in previous chapters the deficiencies 
of iron as a metal in an archaeological context, the lack of 
methodical analysis of iron by archaeologists and the 
overall shortcomings of systemic interest in iron as 
represented in the archaeological literature, it is fitting 
that a resolution to these problems be outlined.
It has been repeatedly suggested that a symbiotic 
relationship between archaeological conservators and 
archaeologists is necessary (e.g., Hamilton 1977; Stanley 
Price 1984; Sease 1987; Tuck and Logan 1987; Logan 1988). 
With the theory of improving management of iron collections 
in the future, consensus must be reached between not only 
archaeologists and archaeological conservators, but also 
with those responsible for the curation and long-term 
storage of the collections. When possible, decisions 
clearly delineating the approach to the retrieval and 
recording of iron artifact information, and levels of 
stabilization treatment should be established before such 
work commences. This interaction between associated 
professional groups is necessary to satisfy all 
complementary goals, which are ultimately to maintain
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archaeological remains indefinitely without the loss of 
data.
The stability of iron artifacts upon excavation is 
largely predicated on the type of burial environment and the 
duration of burial. Archaeologists should be able to 
recognize basic types of corrosion commonly found on iron 
artifacts in typical soil categories, and therefore identify 
appropriate handling and processing procedures in the field 
and later in the lab. This knowledge may assist in 
determining whether an artifact should be dry-brushed, 
washed, or treated by a conservator. The use of simple non­
destructive tools such as magnets should be regularly used 
to help distinguish the extent of surviving metal core and 
degree of mineralization, in the field and the lab.
Priorities are often rapidly assigned in the field 
which later affect the level of analysis and treatment 
performed on the iron artifacts in the lab. Iron which can 
be identified as a recognizable object (other than nails) 
and iron artifacts recovered from an undisturbed and well- 
documented site context fit into this category. The 
stabilization of the iron artifacts may not become a top lab 
priority until the artifacts have received preliminary lab 
processing. In conservation "stabilization" of iron 
artifacts refers to halting of on-going deterioration, which 
can include uncomplicated steps to ensure a stable storage 
environment without actual "treatment," or include more 
intricate procedures using chemicals or mechanical
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techniques. Full-fledged conservation treatment, is usually 
reserved for artifacts selected as pertinent to site 
interpretation. These artifacts tend to receive more 
detailed examination (microscopy) and documentation by an 
archaeological conservator.
While it is desirable that the techniques employed in 
the analysis of archaeological iron should increase data 
retrieval without resorting to impractical and costly 
methods, determining the practical level of documentation to 
be carried out is debatable. In order to maintain an 
accurate record of iron artifactual recovery and meet the 
goals of archaeological excavation, archaeologists should 
furnish drawings, measurements, brief descriptions of 
corrosion products, artifact features, and overall 
condition, especially when consultation with an 
archaeological conservator is not possible. If the iron 
object is to receive conservation, then the archaeological 
conservator can conduct most of this work.
The implementation of non-invasive and non-destructive 
methods for the analysis and treatment of objects is 
strongly recommended. Pronouncing the benefits of 
radiography of archaeological iron is not new (Organ 1967; 
Noel Hume 1968; Corfield 1982; Pye 1986; Logan 1988; Cronyn 
1990), and is considered routine conservation procedure. X- 
ray fluorescence is an efficient manner of screening iron 
artifacts quickly, without forming a permanent film plate. 
Often the resolution of the artifact image is not as clear
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as that rendered from x-ray exposure on film. Those 
responsible for the systematic screening of large quantities 
of iron using x-ray fluorescence should possess a strong 
background in iron manufacturing techniques and be familiar 
with the iron materials likely to recovered from the site 
excavation. However, a permanent x-ray image is recommended 
for those artifacts which are selected for further analysis 
after x-ray fluorescence.
Archaeologists tend to solicit the local dentist or 
doctor for x-ray assistance when identification of iron is 
beyond their capabilities. While in most instances a 
satisfactory image can be achieved with a medical x-ray 
unit, the image resolution is not nearly of the same quality 
as that accomplished with industrial x-ray equipment. It is 
recommended that archaeologists interested in purchasing 
analytical equipment such as x-ray machines explore the 
range of industrial models on the market complete with all 
the possible archival imaging systems available.
Radiographs serve as valuable reference tools, not only 
to guide the conservator during actual treatment and removal 
of corrosion layers, but also as an accurate record of the 
object's physical and metallic composition. The latter 
point is of benefit to the archaeologist and to the 
conservator for the following reasons: a) the radiograph can 
be continually referred to in the future for comparative 
studies with other similar objects, and b) an accurate image 
of the object can endure into the future unlike the object
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which may not withstand conservation treatment or certain 
types of storage.
For institutions with the computer hardware and with 
the ability to purchase software, a viable solution to the 
costly alternative of airabrading, electrolysis, and other 
time-consuming conservation techniques to determine 
identification of iron is the still video camera which can 
be used to record visual characteristics of the iron before 
it is placed in storage. Radiographic records stored on 
optical disc is potentially another useful technique for 
documenting images of iron materials. An archival imaging 
system would facilitate the cataloguing of iron radiographs, 
and quick, easy retrieval for research study. CD-ROM 
systems would provide easy access to object information, and 
assist in conducting comparative studies for similar-type 
objects across regional boundaries.
A standard format for x-radiography is encouraged, with 
information such as type of exposure, film plate, object 
labelling, dates, etc., easily recorded into the system. In 
the long run, an improvised strategy, such as the one 
immediately suggested, could greatly reduce the cost of 
conservation treatment until funds and priorities had been 
established for full-fledged conservation treatment and were 
made available. Institutions which are presently 
confronting the problems associated with the assessment of 
their archaeological collections and which are facing
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enormous re-housing and re-organization projects could find 
such a system useful for their iron.
There are other non-destructive analytical techniques 
which can be employed by the archaeologist to identify iron 
artifacts involving other types of electromagnetic 
radiation, such as gamma radiation, stereo-x-radiography 
(which can produce a three dimensional image of the object), 
scanning electron radiography, neutron probe activation, 
ultraviolet light fluorescence, and infrared reflectography 
(Meyers 1988; Livingston et al. 1988). Of particular use to 
the archaeologist are techniques such as structural 
investigations using "x-ray diffraction, thermo­
luminescence, thermal analysis, infrared spectrometry, 
ultraviolet and visible light spectrometry, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, electron spin resonance..." (Meyers 1988:15). 
Co-operative agreements should be formed where possible 
between institutions such as universities, analytical 
laboratories, industrial research laboratories and if 
possible, with government-sponsored agencies (e.g., NASA, 
National Bureau of Standards). Analytical tests routinely 
carried out in such facilities can assist the archaeologists 
in the determination of accurate material composition, 
structure, and possibly artifact manufacturing techniques. 
While there are many techniques which can be employed by the 
archaeologists for detailed analysis of archaeological iron, 
each particular application has certain limitations. 
Nonetheless, x-radiography provides the most cost-effective
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and practical analytical technique for identification of 
iron artifacts. It is suggested that x-radiography be 
considered a viable, non-destructive alternative to full- 
fledged conservation treatment of iron.
Aside from the problems associated with the accurate 
identification of iron artifacts, there are also academic 
controversies in the conservation field over choosing the 
most appropriate treatment for iron (Black 1982:15). The 
conservation of iron materials should be left to the 
professional archaeological conservator. However, without 
discussing full-fledged conservation treatments, a critical 
problem for archaeologists to solve is the provision of a 
suitable storage environment.
Many archaeological labs do not possess regularly 
monitored, climate-controlled storage rooms. Iron being 
naturally vulnerable to changes in relative humidity, is 
unable to withstand fluctuations due to seasonal changes or 
heating, ventilation or air conditioning failure. These 
fluctuations can promote or accelerate corrosion activity. 
Iron is therefore one of the most challenging materials to 
store, because an optimal long-term storage environment 
requires 4 0% RH or below. For severely deteriorated objects 
a 15% RH is recommended. This can be difficult to reach 
when most museum-standard collections store rooms are 
controlled at between 45-55% RH, 68-72 F and when the store 
rooms also contain other inorganic and organic materials 
which may not require so low a humidity. It is believed
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that by achieving a constantly low relative humidity 
corrosion activity can be arrested.
To accomplish this dry environment, iron should be 
stored in clear sealable polyethylene containers (e.g., 
Rubbermaid© or freezer container). It is crucial that the 
iron be completely dry before being placed in the 
containers, otherwise condensation will form. The same 
principle applies to the long-term storage of iron in zip- 
lock bags. In order to maintain a stable and dry relative 
humidity, a desiccant (e.g., silica gel) with a humidity 
indicator card should be placed inside the container and 
periodically monitored. The humidity indicator card will 
turn change blue when the humidity is low and dry, and pink 
when the humidity is high, a warning sign that the silica 
gel must be rejuvenated and easily visible through the 
plastic container walls.
If iron is excavated damp or wet, and conservation 
treatment is not possible or likely in the foreseeable 
future, it should be allowed to dry out very slowly before 
deposition in final storage. If conservation is a viable 
option efforts should be made to keep the iron wet until 
conservation begins. Freezer containers may also be used 
for this purpose, with regular monitoring to ensure mold or 
corrosion does not form. A practical solution to the wet 
storage (long-term) of large quantities of wet iron is the 
use of large walk-in freezer. ' This avoids the use of 
hazardous chemicals and corrosion inhibitors in vats.
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Traditionally, brown paper bags provided the standard 
storage receptacle for most iron materials, although a wide 
range of non-archival paper and plastic products have been 
used. Bags were used in the field for packing iron and have 
been used as a final storage medium for "processed” iron.
In recent years many archaeologists have discarded the brown 
bag in favor of polyethylene zip-lock bags. It can be 
argued that many storage receptacles were used because they 
were the only ones available at the time. However, little 
consideration was given to the durability or the longevity 
of the packing materials, nor their possible interaction 
with the iron, which may have been "treated" with a wide 
variety of unstable chemicals, or left untouched in various 
stages of deterioration.
Principal containers for archaeological iron include 
not only standard paper and plastic bags but also paper and 
cardboard boxes, foil, varieties of unstable plastics 
containers, or commonly left "in the open," unprotected, 
exposed to the ambient environmental conditions with 
potential fluctuating relative humidities and temperatures, 
atmospheric pollutants, and all sorts of conceivable damage. 
It is a common occurrence for iron artifacts immediately 
after excavation to be wrapped in damp paper materials until 
possible treatment in the lab. These are not acceptable 
methods for storing archaeological materials, even for the 
short term. An inert padding foam such as microfoam or 
Volara@ which has been wetted should be used instead.
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The use of inert polyethylene zip-lock bags provides 
several significant advantages over the brown paper bag. 
Polyethylene is a much stronger and durable material than 
paper, is less likely to rip and tear, and provides the 
artifacts with better protection against water damage and 
potential contamination from placement in close proximity to 
objects or materials which may off-gas, corrode or be 
infested with microbes or insects. The objects are more 
clearly viewed through the plastic without damaging the bag 
and the artifact by unnecessary opening and closing. 
Polyethylene takes much longer to break down than paper 
which contains acids known to cause or accelerate corrosion 
in metals.
Polyethylene zip-lock bags are manufactured in several 
thicknesses, imparting varying levels of support and 
protection for bag contents. Bags of a four-mil thickness 
(as opposed to the more common and thinner two-mil bags 
(i.e., sandwich bags) are recommended for iron objects which 
are heavy, unevenly-shaped, and possess rough edges. These 
stronger bags are also practical for group packing of iron 
fragments which must be kept but are not of great diagnostic 
value. Two-mil bags or the "sandwich bag" are virtually 
useless for long-term object storage for they crease and 
puncture easily.
While it is not pragmatic to devote packing of all iron 
artifacts and associated fragments to individual storage 
containers (small bags or boxes), many visually recognizable
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artifacts would gain from such packaging, especially if they 
have received some form of conservation treatment. The 
likelihood of artifact breakage is reduced and artifact 
accessibility is increased. Objects which have been 
selected for future study and conservation would benefit 
from the use of inert materials.
The use of acid-free tissue papers and acid-free boxes 
for packing iron objects is carried out by some 
archaeological laboratories. The packing materials are easy 
to obtain and are designed to prevent object deterioration 
by exposure to harmful acids released by other paper 
products. They are considered acceptable or museum-grade 
containers for packing objects; they help prevent object 
damage from exposure to light, dust and low levels of 
moisture. One point to consider, unless care is taken to 
design structural support systems within the box that 
relieves stress on objects, they offer little mechanical 
strength or support to heavy materials which are packed 
densely together. The boxes are also easily damaged and 
ruined by water, and are easily crushed and misshapen from 
stacking. Although much more durable than non-archival 
quality acidic boxes, at some time in the future acid-free 
materials will require replacement.
There are various grades of polyethylene foam products 
which are on the market which are ideal for packing and 
storing archaeological iron. These polyethylene materials 
possess interesting characteristics not provided by the
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acid-free materials: Ethafoam@ made by Dow Chemical, and 
Volara made by Volteck. Ethafoam is a form of polyethylene, 
and although it has many applications, it is primarily used 
in industry for protecting goods from damage during 
shipping. It has been designed to withstand certain 
stresses and weight loads without causing friction. It is 
durable, does not absorb moisture, nor does it breakdown, 
lose structural capabilities, or release vapors which may 
have deleterious effects on the artifacts it encases. 
Ethafoam is supplied in many thicknesses, with different 
cell structures and in sheets and rolls. Ethafoam can be 
cut easily and neatly with a sharp scalpel to provide nests 
conforming to the shape of the object. When individual 
housing is unnecessary or impractical, it can be used in 
thin layers to line or pad drawers and shelves or used as an 
interleaving material between layers of objects.
Volara, made by Volteck, is another useful storage 
material which shares similar qualities with Ethafoam. It 
is available in different densities, physical properties, 
and thicknesses. Both types of foam are flexible, non­
toxic, chemically inert, and absorb shock efficiently. They 
are ideal for use in collection facilities where object 
damage from seismic activity is a real concern.
Institutions which cannot afford archival or museum quality 
shelving (powder-coated steel shelving and cabinetry) can 
use these foams as essential barrier between
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wood or determined coated steel shelving and drawers, in 
addition to provide the necessary padding.
Iron material which is unlikely to be frequently 
handled, those artifacts not identified or too fragmented or 
repetitive, such as nails, can be grouped stored in strong 
four-six mil polyethylene bags. Although fragmentation and 
loosening of corrosion layers is apt to occur, it is 
necessary to minimally count the fragments stored in each 
bag and label the bag sufficiently for future 
identification. Packing several large bags of 
unidentifiable, or as yet unidentified, iron fragments 
together in heavy and packing large bags on top of each 
other without creating an isolating layer or support is not 
conducive to artifact preservation. Sufficient supports 
between bag layers can be made out of an assortment of the 
aforementioned materials.
There are many procedures which have been investigated 
for the examination, handling and storage of archaeological 
iron, but without the assistance of an archaeological 
conservator most of them are impractical. These simple, 
straightforward recommendations, while not innovative or 
new, will assist the archaeologist in the improvement of 
long-term preservation of large quantities of iron. It is 
imperative that the boxes and bags are well-labelled and 
easily accessed. A computerized inventory with the storage 
location and number of times the objects are examined, and 
by whom, should be maintained.
CONCLUSION
The discussion of the predicament facing iron within 
the archaeological discipline is not sufficient cause to 
abandon a more objective study of this material class. 
Archaeologists have chosen consciously or unconsciously to 
ignore a large component of historic site assemblages, which 
by their very size alone, may in fact possess these 
necessary diachronic and synchronic attributes to meet 
archaeological requirements.
While it is the professional obligation of the 
archaeologist to keep abreast of new developments in the 
field, it also is the responsibility of archaeological 
training programs across the country, especially within 
academic boundaries, that future students learn to 
appreciate the destructive nature of archaeological 
research, and strive to minimize it. Unless archaeological 
training programs take initiative and devote as much effort 
into instruction of method as to theory, the future of 
object-orientated study is destined for collapse. 
Insufficiently-trained archaeologists will thus contribute 
to the existing problem and not reverse the trend of benign 
neglect. The only logical and practical route is to revamp 
current academic archaeological programs. Academic
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archaeologists must no longer ignore, but confront the 
impending problems stemming from insufficient financial 
support, the forced compliance with federal and state 
regulations, and changing perspectives within the 
archaeological discipline. Indeed, as funds decrease for 
full-fledged excavation, it is very likely that much of 
impending archaeological research will be taking place not 
in the field, but in the storeroom. Conceivably this may 
induce a renewed interest in iron collections stored all 
over the country.
It is important to conduct and publish useful studies 
of iron, which should have comprehensive appeal for the 
archaeologist or researcher. A good example of valuable 
reference tool can be found in the iron cutlery research 
from the Fort at Coteau-du-Lac, Quebec (Wade 1982). With 
more published investigations about particular artifact 
groups perhaps archaeologists can learn to appreciate the 
virtuous qualities of iron. Without distributed and 
published research tools similar to Egloff's 1980 research 
report on colonial plantation hoes and Wade's 1982 study on 
cutlery, there is little incentive to archaeologists to 
explain use, manufacturing trends, marketing strategies, and 
stylistic changes of iron artifacts. Up-to-date 
compilations of works similar to Noel Hume's A Guide to 
Artifacts of Colonial America (1969a) should be produced for 
archaeological reference. These studies would ideally 
attract a national audience, and not necessarily through
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small regional bulletins and journals. Perhaps if a 
clearing-house for published and filed site reports was 
developed on a state and national level, access to research 
information would be greatly improved. At present there is 
no systematic, widespread dissemination of information which 
can be widely shared. Archaeological divisions represented 
in many of the federal agencies have begun to collect data 
from sites across the country as exemplified by the National 
Archaeological Database sponsored by the National Park 
Service, Archaeological Assistance Division.
One of the fundamental question to ask is: Are we a
science when we fail to preserve the raw data of our 
efforts? To counteract the obvious difficulties presented 
with the excavation and handling of archaeological iron, 
several suggestions are given: a) make provisions for the 
incorporation of iron analysis, conservation, and 
interpretation into the earliest stages of research design; 
b) encourage and increase awareness and knowledge about the 
excavated iron material (i.e., exploring manufacturing 
techniques, methods of production and distribution, and use- 
wear analysis - studies which should not rest only within 
the realms of academic institutions, but also with the 
contract firms. Teaching artifact analysis courses must at 
the very least focus on iron identification methods at the 
same level reserved for other material classes); c) 
establishing practical recording and documentation 
guidelines for iron materials and making collections
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accessible; and d) enforcing rigorous standards for artifact 
handling in the field, providing proper methods to improve 
packing, encouraging better techniques during lab sorting 
and ensuring optimal conditions for long-term storage. It 
is hoped that this thesis has raised some provoking 
questions about the potential of iron within archaeological 
research, and suggested methods to combat the obstacles 
which prevent archaeologists from taking a "closer look" at 
a material group representing a large portion of historic 
site assemblages.
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Department of Anthropology
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 
804/221*1055,1056, Fax 221-1066
P.O. Box 1485 
Williamsburg, VA 23187 
Work: (804) 220-7079 
Home: (804) 564-9130 
December 18, 1990
Dear
I am compiling data for a Master's thesis at the College of William 
and Mary's Department of Anthropology. I am focusing primarily on 
the analytical and processing techniques currently employed by 
historical archaeologists for the study of iron artifacts excavated 
from historic sites in North America.
As you are no doubt well aware, iron artifacts frequently represent a 
major component of the artifact assemblage from an historic site. 
These artifacts can pose a significant problem when it comes to 
positive identification, stabilization and providing acceptable 
methods for long-term storage.
Enclosed is a questionnaire which I have prepared in an effort to 
elicit information about the processing of archaeological iron. I 
would be most grateful if you would take the time to fill out the 
enclosed survey sheets, providing any additional comments where you 
see fit. I am interested in determining not only the prevailing 
attitudes concerning the procedures involved in the analysis of 
archaeological iron, but also the theories that underlie the 
treatment of this material.
If this questionnaire does not adequately address or answer your 
concerns, I am more than willing to discuss the subject over the 
telephone. In the event that you are unable to answer the questions 
posed, please pass the survey along to a lab director/supervisor who 
perhaps can. I would like to receive responses to this survey by 
January 18, 1991. I can be reached at the enclosed address or by 
telephone at the numbers stated above. I shall be attending the 1991 
SHA conference in Richmond, Virginia if you are interested enough to 
discuss this further.
I shall look forward to receiving your opinions in the very near 
future.
Yours sincerely,
Nicola Longford
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
ON THE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL IRON
Name s ________________________________________________________
Title: _________________________________:______________________
Institution: ____________________  Phone:____________________
Government: □  [Federal: □  State: □]
Regional: □  Private: □
University: □  Museum: □  Other: □
PLEASE CHECK OR CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE BOXES &
PLEASE PROVIDE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS!
LABORATORY MANUAL
1. Does your institution possess a laboratory procedures 
manual? YES □  NO □
2. Does it address basic guidelines on handling, washing,
labelling and storage of iron artifacts? YES □  NO □
3. Is it regularly updated to include new information?
YES □  NO □
4. Would you be willing to release a copy of this manual?
YES □  NO □
PROCESSING MANUAL
1. How many iron artifacts are approx. processed each 
year?
less than 1,000 □  1,000-5,000 □  5,000-10,000 □
10.000-20,000 □  20,000-30,000 □  30,000-40,000 □
50.000-100,000 □ 100,000 plus □  don't know □
2. What is the approx. % of iron artifacts processed from 
each excavation?
0-10% □  10-20% □ 20-30% □  30-40% □  40-50% □  50-60% □
60-70% □  70-80% □  80-90% □  90-100% □  don't know □
3. What is the % of iron artifacts that are catalogued and 
labelled/numbered from each site?
0-10% □  10-20% □  20-30% □  30-40% □ 40-50% □  50-60% □
60-70% □  70-80% □  80-90% □  90-100% □  don't know □
4. What is the approx. % of artifacts washed?
0-10% □  10-20% □  20-30% □  30-40% □  40-50% □  50-60% □
60-70% □  70-80% □  80-90% □  90-100% □  don't know □
5. Are iron artifacts initially cleaned along with other 
finds? YES □  NO □  OR Are they handled separately from 
ceramics and glass? YES □  NO □
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6.
7.
8 .
9.
10. 
11.
12 .
13 .
14 .
15.
16.
17.
18. 
19.
What tools are used for cleaning of iron artifacts? 
washing/rinsing only □  washing □
a variety of brushes □  flexible shafts □
vibrotools □  ultrasonic tanks □
airabrasive units □  other □
What level of cleaning is involved?
Superficial □  Partial □  Complete □
What % of iron artifacts receive:
superficial cleaning _____ partial cleaning _____
complete cleaning _____ don't know □
Is the goal to assist in artifact identification by 
removing: loose dirt? YES □ NO □  AND/OR corrosion
products? YES □  NO □
Is this work carried out:
in the field □  in the lab □  or both □?
Are other types of cleaning involved? YES □  NO □ 
chemical cleaning □  electrochemical cleaning □
electrolytic reduction □  intensive hot/cold wash □
Who performs these tasks?
permanent staff □  volunteers □  interns □
Are the majority of workers part-time □  or full-time □?
Are there permanent lab personnel? YES □  NO □
Are field crew members regularly involved in lab 
duties? YES □  NO □
Is an archaeological conservator on staff? YES □ NO □ 
If not, are conservators ever consulted for advice and 
treatment information? YES □ NO □
Who makes the decision as to what receives further 
treatment?
conservator □  lab supervisor □
field supervisor □  project director □  other □
Is there mutual consultation between project staff to 
determine treatment priorities? YES □  NO □
If conservation is initiated are guidelines set up for 
standard treatments? YES □  NO □
Are full-fledged conservation treatments performed in- 
house or contracted out? YES □  NO □
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ANALYSIS/IDENTIFICATION
1. What is the basic level of analysis that is carried out 
on the iron material?
immediate i.d. in field □  i.d. in lab □  cleaning □
x-radiography □  other □
consultation with material specialist to confirm i.d □
2. What % of iron material is typically positively i.d? 
0-10% □  10-20% □  20-30% □  30-40% □  40-50% □  50-60% □
60-70% □  70-80% □  80-90% □ 90-100% □  don't know □
3. Is analytical equipment available to assist in the 
positive i.d. of the iron, i.e., access to x-ray equip? 
YES □  NO □  If so, where is this analysis conducted?
4. If more sophisticated analysis is conducted, please
specify: _______________________________________________
type of analytical equipment __________________________
DOCUMENTATION
1. What is the standard level of documentation that is 
carried out on the iron material? Mark the following 
categories if they apply:
basic description □ basic condition report □  drawing □
photography □ x-radiography □
measurements □  other □
2. Do all iron artifacts receive a basic preliminary 
screening? YES □  NO □
3. On what basis is further analysis/documentation, if 
any, warranted?
uniqueness of object □
value for study collection □
vital for site interpretation □
other □
STORAGE
1. What is the standard storage method for iron artifacts 
in your facility?
brown paper bags □  book boxes □
cardboard boxes □  acid-free boxes □
plastic zip-lock bags □  chemical/wet storage □ 
other □
2. Is the iron material separated from other materials 
during storage? YES □  NO □
3. Are iron artifacts stored in individual bags?
YES □  NO □  OR stored in groups? YES □  NO □
4. Is conserved iron material stored separately from 
untreated iron? YES □  NO □
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5. What % of the iron collection is^  housed in inert 
materials, i.e., polyethylene bags/boxes and non-acidic 
receptacles?
0-10% □  10-20% □  20-30% □  30-40% □  40-50% □  50-60% □
60-70% □  70-80% □  80-90% □  90-100% □  don't know □
6. Are the objects housed in any of the following?
stainless steel cabinets □  wooden cabinets □
stainless steel shelves □  wooden shelves □
stainless steel drawers □  wooden drawers □
other □
7. Is your facility required to abide by particular 
processing and storage standards? YES □  NO □
Who determines the minimum storage standards? _________
8. Is there periodic inspection of the collections?
YES □  NO □
9. Is there environmental control in your storage 
facility? YES □  NO □
If yes, is it regularly monitored? YES □  NO □
10. Is there a standard pest control system in the storage 
facility? YES □  NO □
ACCESS TO COLLECTIONS
1. Does your facility permit study of iron collections?
YES □  NO □
2. How frequently do you receive requests for collection 
study and review?
Regularly □  Sometimes □  Rarely □  Never □
3. Who are the researchers generally?
archaeologists □  blacksmiths □   histof fans □
conservators □  students □  general public □
material scientists □  other □
4. Do you possess a standard written policy for access, 
research and hand lin^o^l^tbr age /study collections?
YES □  NO □
YOUR OPINIONS
1. Do you consider the majority of iron material excavated 
from historic sites in North America to be of 
significant research value? YES □  NO □
WHY? ____________________________________________________
2. Do you feel that iron artifacts pose a long-term 
storage problem that should be resolved? YES □  NO □
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3. Do you find that you are deriving the necessary 
information from the excavated iron material to satisfy 
your research concerns - using your current techniques? 
YES □  NO □
4. Do you think you could derive more worthwhile 
information from iron artifacts had you the funds and 
the research equipment? YES □  NO □
5. Do you think such study is really practical? YES □  NO □ 
OR even necessary for the goals of historical 
archaeology? YES □  NO □
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APPENDIX C
ALPHABETICAL STATE LISTING OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
GROUPED BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION
UNIVERSITIES
As Maine 
B: Missouri
Cs North Carolina 
Ds Oregon 
Es Washington D.C.
F: Virginia
G: Virginia
PRIVATE
H: New Mexico
I: Pennsylvania
J: Pennsylvania
K: Tennessee
L: Utah
M: Virginia
N: Virginia
♦Illinois - no response 
♦New Jersey - no response
GOVERNMENT; FEDERAL/STATE
O: Arkansas
P: Florida
Q: Illinois
R: Maryland
S: Michigan
♦California - no response 
♦Texas - telephone response 
♦Virginia - no response
TOTAL = 2 4  Survey Questionnaires
TOTAL RESPONSE RATE
Written Responses 
Telephone Responses 
NO RESPONSE RATE
83.33%
79.16%
4.16%
16.66%
TOTAL 100%
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RESULTS OF SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
ON THE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL IRON
LABORATORY MANUAL
Do you 
possess a 
laboratory 
manual?
Does it address 
guidelines for 
handling, washing, 
labelling, and 
storage of iron 
artifacts?
Is it regularly 
updated to include 
new information, 
and would you 
release a copy of 
the manual?
A No
B Yes Yes Yes, Yes
C Yes No No, Yes
D No
E No
F No
G Yes Yes Yes, Yes
H No
I No
J No
K No
L No
M Yes Yes Yes, Yes
N No
0 Yes No Yes, Yes
P Yes No Yes, Yes
Q No
R Yes Yes Yes, Yes
S No
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PROCESSING
# of
artifacts
processed
each
year
% of iron 
processed from 
each excavation
% of iron 
artifacts 
catalogued and 
labelled/numbered 
from each site?
A 1,000—5,000 30% 90-100%
B 1,000-5,000
C less than 
1,000
0-10% 90-100%
D less than 
1, 000
don't know 90-100%
E "much" less 
than 1,000
0-10% 0-10%
P 5,000-10,000 90-100% 90-100%
G 1,000-5,000 don't know don't know
H less than 
1, 000
0-10% 0-10%
I don't know 10-20% 0-10%
J less than 
1, 000
0-10% 90-100%
K 10,000-20,000
-including
nails
30-40% 90-100%
L less than 
1, 000
40% 30-40%
M don't know 90-100% 90-100%
N 30,000-40,000 90-100% 90-100%
0 50,000-
100,000
0-10% 0-10%
P less than 
1, 000
90-100%
Q don't know - 
1,000-5,000
90-100% 0-10% numbered 
90-100% catalogued
R 30,000-40,000 10-20% 100%
S 1,000-5,000 30-40% 100%
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What is approx. 
% of artifacts 
washed?
Are iron 
artifacts 
cleaned with 
other finds?
OR are they 
handled
separately from 
ceramics/glass?
A 0-10% Yes Yes
B 90-100% Yes Yes
C 0-10% No Yes
D 90-100% Yes Yes
E 90-100% No Yes
F 90-100% Yes Yes
6 don't know Yes depends on 
artifact
H 90-100% Yes
I 0-10% - don't 
wash iron
Yes
J 90-100% Yes Yes
K 0-10% Yes No*
L 0-10% No Yes
M 90-100% Yes No
N 90-100% Yes No
0 0% iron No Yes
P don't understand 
question
Yes Yes
Q dependent on 
researcher
see remarks
R 0% Yes Yes
S 90-100% Yes
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What tools are used for 
cleaning iron artifacts?
What level of 
cleaning is 
involved?
What % of artifacts 
receive level of 
cleaning?
A Washing, brushes, air- 
abrasive, ultrasonics
Complete 100% complete
B Washing, brushes, 
ultrasonics
Superficial 100% superficial 
10% complete
C Brushes, vibrotools, 
ultrasonics
Complete 100% superficial 
5% complete
D Brushes, airbrasive 70% superficial 
20% partial 
10% complete
E Washing/rinsing Superficial 100% complete
F Washing/rinsing 100% of dirt
G Washing/rinsing, flexible 
shafts, brushes ultrasonics
Varies
considerably
"Most" superficial
H Washing Partial 100% partial
I Brushes, flexible shafts, 
ultrasonics
Superficial
"generally"
J Washing/rinsing, brushes Superficial don't know
K Brushes Enough to get 
dirt off
L Other --- Partial 50% superficial
M Washing/rinsing, brushes Superficial 99.9% complete
N Washing/rinsing, air­
brasive, brushes, 
vibrotools, ultrasonics
Superficial
partial
complete
100% superficial 
10% partial 
0.5% complete
0 Brushes Superficial don't know
P Washing, electrolysis, 
vibrotools, airbrasive 
flexible shafts, brushes
Complete 100% complete
Q Brushes
R Brushes, airbrasive, 
vibrotools
Variable 95% superficial 
5% complete
S Washing/rinsing only Superficial 100% partial
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Is goal to assist in artifact 
identification by removing 
loose dirt and/or corrosion?
Is this work carried out: 
in field, lab or both?
A Yes Yes Both "I 
done in 
lab out 
site.1
find I can get more 
the summer so I the 
near the excavation
B Yes Yes In the lab
C Yes Yes In the lab
D Yes Yes Both
E Yes No In the lab
F Yes No In the lab
6 Yes Yes In the lab
H Yes In the lab
I Yes Yes In the lab
J Yes In the lab
K Yes No In the lab
L Yes Yes Both
M Yes Yes Both
N Yes Yes In the lab
0 Yes In the lab
P Yes Yes Both
Q Yes No Both
R Yes Sometimes In the lab
S Yes In the field
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Are other types of cleaning 
(of iron) involved?
Who performs these 
tasks?
A Yes, electrolytic 
reduction, intensive 
hot/cold wash
Volunteers
B No Permanent staff
C Yes, electrolytic reduction Permanent staff
D Yes, chemical, 
electrochemical cleaning
Volunteers
E No Permanent staff
P No Permanent staff
G Yes, chemical, 
electrochemical cleaning, 
electrolytic reduction
Permanent staff
H
I Yes, chemical, 
electrochemical cleaning, 
electrolytic reduction
Permanent staff
J Not at this time - eventual 
electrolysis
Permanent staff
K No Permanent staff, 
volunteers, interns
L Yes Permanent staff, 
interns
H No - occasionally on copper 
alloys
Permanent staff
N Permanent staff
0 No Permanent staff
P Yes, chemical cleaning, 
electrolytic reduction, 
intensive hot/cold wash
Permanent staff
Q Yes, electrolytic reduction Permanent staff
R No, airbrasive only Permanent staff
S -- , electrochemical
cleaning, electrolytic 
reduction
Interns
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Are the majority 
of the workers 
part-time or full­
time?
Are there 
permanent lab 
personnel?
Are field crew 
members regularly 
involved in lab 
duties?
A Part-time No "except for 
myself"
Yes
B Full-time
"seasonally"
Yes Yes
C Part-time Yes No
D Part-time No Yes
E Part-time No Yes
F Full-time Yes No
6 Full-time Yes Yes
H Part-time No Yes
I Full-time Yes Yes
J Full-time Yes Yes
K Part-time No Yes
L Part-time Yes Yes
M Full-time Yes Yes
N Full-time Yes No
0 Part-time Yes Yes
P Full-time Yes Yes
Q Full-time Yes Yes
R Full-time Yes Yes "washing on 
rain days"
S Part-time No Yes
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Is an
archaeological 
conservator on 
staff?
If not, are 
conservators 
ever consulted 
for advice and 
treatment 
information?
Who makes the 
decision as to 
what receives 
further 
treatment?
A Yes "myself (one 
of many hats)"
Conservator, 
project director
B No Yes Supervisor, 
project director
C Yes Yes Lab supervisor
D No No Project director
E No Yes Project director
F Yes Project director
6 Yes Conservator, 
project director
H No No Project director
I --  "we've had
part-time 
conservators in 
the past"
Yes Lab supervisor, 
project director
J No Yes Project director
K No Yes Project director
L No Yes Project director
M No "not in DAR" Yes Lab supervisor, 
field supervisor
N No "not at 
present moment, 
but this is a 
temporary 
situation"
Yes Lab supervisor, 
project director
0 Yes Project director
P Yes Conservator, lab 
supervisor
Q No Yes Project director
R Yes Yes Conservator, 
project director
S No Yes Lab supervisor, 
field supervisor
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Is there mutual
consultation
between project
staff to
determine
treatment
priorities?
If conservation 
is initiated, 
are guidelines 
set up for 
standard 
treatments?
Are full-fledged 
conservation 
treatments 
performed in- 
house or 
contracted out?
A Yes, "I talk to 
myself a lot."
Yes - but no 
manual per se
In-house
B Yes Yes Contracted out
C Yes No In-house
D No No 7
E Yes Conservation 
sent out
"stupid
question"
F Yes Yes In-house
G Yes Yes
"informally"
In-house
H Yes "not done"
I Yes Yes Yes
J Yes Yes Contracted out
K No Contracted out
L Yes Yes In-house
M Yes Yes Both
N Yes Yes In-house
0 Yes Yes Contracted out
P Yes Yes In-house
Q Yes Yes In-house
R Yes Yes In-house
S Yes Yes In-house
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What is the basic level if 
analysis that is carried out 
on the iron material?
What % of iron 
material is typically 
positively identified?
A I.d. in field, in lab, 
cleaning, and consultation 
with material specialist. X- 
ray rarely needed.
80-90% "eventually"
B I.d. in lab, cleaning, 
consultation with material 
specialist to confirm i.d. 
"where possible"
"items like nails 
100%, tools 10-20%. 
Where possible all 
diagnostic 
attributes are 
assessed, i.e., patent 
# and dates."
C I.d. in lab 40-50%
D I.d. in lab 80-90%
E I.d. in lab 30-40%
F I.d. in lab, cleaning 70-80%
G I.d. in field, i.d. in lab, 
cleaning
don't know
H I.d. in lab, cleaning 90-100%
I I.d. in lab 70-80% "of which most 
are nails"
J I.d. in lab 40-50%
K I.d. in lab
L I.d. in lab 70-80%
M I.d. in field, i.d. in lab, 
cleaning, "sometimes x-ray to 
support or assist i.d."
don't know
N I.d. in lab, cleaning 90-100%
0 I.d. in lab don't know "...for 
non-nail objects rate 
of pos. i.d. is high"
P I.d. in lab 40-50%
Q I.d. in lab, cleaning 60-70%
R I.d. in lab, cleaning, 
depends on object
60-70%
S I.d. in lab 80-90%
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Is analytical 
equip, available 
to assist in i.d. 
of iron?
If so,where is 
this analysis 
conducted?
If more analysis 
is conducted, 
specify:
A h ' P 'P  it
B No "only on rare 
occasions"
C Yes "WFU Med. 
school"
D No
E No
F Yes On premises
6 Yes On campus "SEM and imagery
analysis
available"
H No
I yes Hospital
J No
K No
L No
M Yes "sometimes" Department of 
Conservation
N Yes College of 
William and Mary
0 No
P Yes Fla. Research 
and Conservation 
Lab
Q No -rarely needed
R Yes X-ray at local 
hospital
Some content 
analysis: 
neutron 
activation at 
Armed Forces 
Radio-Biology 
Research 
Institute
S Yes Campus
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DOCUMENTATION
What is the standard level of 
documentation carried out on iron 
material?
Do all iron 
artifacts 
receive a 
basic pre­
liminary 
screening?
A Description, drawing, photo, 
measurements
Yes
B Description, condition report, drawing 
"on occasion," photo, measurements
C Description, photo, measurements Yes
D Description, drawing, photo, 
measurements
Yes
E Description Yes
F Description, drawing "sometimes," 
photo "sometimes"
No
6 Description, condition report, 
drawing, photo "sometimes," 
x-radiography, "scale drawings"
Yes
H Description, condition report, drawing 
measurements
Yes
I "standard" - description Yes
J Description, measurements Yes
K Description "full documentation is 
done on objects of obvious interest - 
a subjective category"
No
L Description, drawing, photo, 
measurements
Yes
M ...all iron objects are inventoried... Yes
N Description
0 Description, condition report, 
drawing, photo, measurements
Yes
P Description, drawing, measurements Yes
Q Description Yes
R Description, drawing, some x-ray, 
"before conservation: condition 
report, photo and measurements"
Yes
S Description, drawing, photo Yes
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On what basis is further analysis/documentation, if 
any, warranted?
A Uniqueness of object, value for study collection 
"complexity/potential for diagnos. info." vital for 
site interpretation, and other "curiosity. If you 
don't know what it is, how can you tell if it is 
important or not?"
B Uniqueness of object, vital for site interpretation
C Vital for site interpretation
D Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation
E Vital for site interpretation
F Uniqueness of object, vital for site interpretation
6 Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation
H Vital for site interpretation
I Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation
J Uniqueness of object, vital for site interpretation
K Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation
L Value for site interpretation
M Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation
N Uniqueness of object, value for study collection
0 Uniqueness of object, vital for site interpretation
P Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation
Q Uniqueness of object, value for study collection, 
vital for site interpretation, "exhibit 
quality/potential"
R Uniqueness of object, vital for site interpretation
S Value for study collection, vital for site 
interpretation
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STORAGE
What is the standard 
storage method for iron 
artifacts in your 
facility?
Is iron
separated
from other
materials
during
storage?
Are iron 
artifacts 
stored in 
individual 
bags?
OR
stored
in
groups?
A Zip-lock bags, wooden 
drawers
Yes Yes Yes
B Paper bags, zip-lock bags, 
cardboard boxes
Yes Yes
C Zip-lock bags Yes Yes Yes
D Zip-lock bags No Yes
E Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes
Yes Yes Yes
F Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes
Yes Yes Yes
"both"
G Zip-lock bags, 
chemical/wet storage
Yes
H Paper bags, zip-lock bags Yes Yes Yes
I Zip-lock bags Yes Yes Yes
J Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes
Yes No Yes
K Zip-lock bags Yes Yes
L Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes
Yes Yes
M Zip-lock bags, 
chemical/wet storage
Yes - 
sometimes
Yes No
N Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes, cardboard boxes
Yes Yes 
"some"
Yes
O Zip-lock bags No Yes
P Cardboard boxes Yes Yes
Q Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes, "acid-free paper"
See
appendix
No Yes
R Zip-lock bags, acid-free 
boxes
No Yes Yes
nails
S Zip-lock bags, cardboard 
boxes
Yes No Yes
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Is conserved 
iron stored 
separately from 
un­
treated iron?
What % of iron 
collection is housed 
in inert materials?
Are objects housed in 
stainless steel or 
wooden containers?
A Yes 90-100% Wooden cabinets
B Yes "most artifacts 
stored in poly bags in 
non acid-free boxes"
Other - "galvanized 
metal shelving"
C Yes don't know Wooden shelves
D Yes don't know Wooden drawers
E Yes 90-100% Wooden drawers "but 
in acid-free 
containers"
F Yes 90-100% Wooden shelves
6 Yes 90-100% Wooden shelves
H "don't do 
conservation"
90-100% Wooden drawers 
"temporary storage"
I Yes 90-100% Wooden drawers
J Yes 90-100% Wooden shelves
K Yes don't know Stainless steel 
shelves
L Yes 90-100% Stainless steel 
shelves, wooden 
drawers
M Yes Only after treatment Steel shelves
N Yes 80-90% Stainless steel 
cabinets, shelves, 
and drawers
0 Yes don't know Stainless steel 
shelves
P Yes 0-10% Other
Q Yes 90-100% Steel shelves
R Yes 90-100% Stainless steel 
cabinets, drawers
S No 60-70% Stainless steel 
cabinets, wooden 
drawers
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Is your 
facility 
required 
to abide 
by storage 
standards?
Is there 
periodic 
inspection of 
the
collections?
Is there
environmental
control in
your storage
facility-and
regularly
monitored?
Is there
standard
pest
control
system in
storage
facility?
A No Yes -- "but it is
quite stable"
Yes "bat 
nets!"
B Yes Yes No No
C Yes Yes Yes, Yes Yes
D No No No
E No Yes Yes, Yes Yes
P No No No No
6 No Yes, but 
rarely
No Yes
H Artifacts
aren't
curated
I Yes-
processing
No-storage
No Yes Yes
J No Yes No No
K No No No Yes
L Yes No No Yes
M Unable to 
answer
Yes Yes, Yes - 
only in 
organic 
storage area
No
N No Yes No No
0 Yes-
processing
No-storage
No Yes, Yes - 
only for NPS 
collections
Yes
P Yes Yes Yes, No No
Q Yes Yes Yes, Yes Yes
R No Yes Yes, Yes No
S No Yes No Yes
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ACCESS TO COLLECTIONS
Does your 
facility 
permit study 
of iron 
coll­
ections?
Do you 
receive 
requests for 
collection 
study?
Who are the 
researchers 
generally?
Do you have a 
policy for 
access,handling of 
storage/study 
collections?
A Yes Sometimes Archaeologists,
blacksmiths,
students,
material
scientists
No
B Yes Rarely Archaeologists, 
students
Yes
C Yes Rarely Archaeologists No
D Yes Never No
E No Rarely Archaeologists No
F No Never No
6 Yes Rarely Archaeologists,
blacksmiths
No
H
I No Rarely Students NO
J N/A N/A N/A N/A
K Yes Sometimes Archaeologists, 
students
No
L Yes Rarely Archaeologists, 
students
Yes
M Yes Regularly Archaeologists, 
students
Yes
N Yes Rarely Blacksmiths,
material
scientists
No
O Yes Never Yes
P Yes Sometimes Archaeologists, 
blacksmiths
Yes
Q Yes Sometimes Archaeologists Yes
R Yes Sometimes Archaeologists, 
historians
Yes
S Yes Sometimes Archaeologists Yes
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YOUR OPINIONS
Do you consider the 
majority of iron material 
excavated from historic 
sites to be of significant 
research value?
Do you feel that iron 
artifacts pose a long-term 
storage problem - that 
should be resolved?
A Yes, Yes
B Yes Yes
C Yes Yes
D Yes Yes
E
P No ---  "depends on specific
artifacts"
G No Yes
H Yes Yes
I Yes Yes
J Yes Yes
K No No
L Yes Yes
M No Yes
N Yes Yes
0 No Yes
P Yes Yes
Q Yes Yes
R Yes Yes
S Yes Yes
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Could more 
information be 
derived from 
excavated iron to 
satisfy your 
research concerns - 
using current 
techniques?
Could more 
worthwhile 
information be 
derived had you 
the funds and 
research equip?
Is such study 
really
practical OR 
even necessary 
for goals of 
historical 
archaeology?
A Yes Yes Yes, Yes
B "techniques can 
always stand 
improvement"
Yes No, Yes
C Yes Yes Yes, Yes
D Yes Yes No, Yes
E
F Yes No, "not 
necessarily"
No, No
6 No Yes Yes, Yes
H Yes Yes Yes, Yes
I Yes, "generally" Yes No
J No Yes Yes, Yes
K No Yes No, Yes
L Yes Yes Yes, Yes
M No Yes Yes, Yes
N Yes Yes
0 No Yes Yes, Yes
P No Yes Yes, Yes
Q Yes No
R Yes, "partially" Yes Yes, Yes
S Yes ? Yes, Yes
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